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CHAPTER l

INTRODUCTION

It was an early view of Reynolds, developed by Rayleigh, that

transition to turbulence is a consequence of the instability of laminar
flows. This approach has stimulated much theoretical and experimental

work in boundary-layer stability.

In a boundary layer, the theory predicts and the experiments verify

that the initial instability takes the form of two-dimensional velocity
and pressure disturbances known as Tollmien-Schlichting waves (Schubauer
and Skramstad, l947). These disturbances have small amplitudes and do
not affect the mean flow. Their growth rates_are independent of the

disturbance amplitudes. However, three-dimensionality soon appears as

the Tollmien-Schlichting waves quickly begin to show spanwise variations
as observed by Klebanoff et al (l962). with the generated streamwise

vortices, nonlinear effects begin. The disturbances continue to grow
downstream and when they significantly distort the mean flow, secondary

instabilities take place (Kovasznay et al, l962; Sato, l970; Miksad,

l973; Kelly, l967; Morkovin, l978; Kachanov et al, l977; Nayfeh and

Bozatli, l978). From then on the process is more of a breakdown rather

than a continual growth. Hama and Nutant (l963) have observed the

disintegration of streamwise vortices into families of smaller and

smaller vortices with random frequencies and amplitudes. Then spots of
turbulent flow appear from intense local fluctuations and grow in size
as they move downstream. Finally, the turbulent spots coalesce, re-
sulting in a fully turbulent mean flow.

l
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It is an accepted fact that transition is the result of several

instability mechanisms (Dryden, 1955; Morkovin, 1958, 1969; Reshotko,

1976; Tani, 1969). Since the linear instability of small—amplitude

disturbances is one of the major roads leading to natural transition,

boundary-layer stability has received considerable attention in an

attempt to develop a better understanding of this aspect of the transi-

tion process. The fair agreement between the boundary-layer experiments

of Schubauer and Skramstad (1947), Liepmann (1943), Laufer and Vre-

balovich (1960), Kendall (1967), and others with appropriate theories

has provided a basis for further development. However, transition to

turbulence is generally found to occur at Reynolds numbers much greater

than the critical.value predicted by linear theory. Thus, the problems

of calculating the stability of a shear layer and predicting the actual

transition are distinct problems.

A shear layer, like any other continuous system, is capable of free

oscillations around its mean state. The linear stability investigations

are usually concerned with these free oscillations (normal modes), where-

by infinitesimal disturbances are introduced in the boundary-layer.

These disturbances tend to excite the normal modes of the boundary layer

which are often referred to as Tollmien-Schlichting waves. A solution

of the eigenvalue problem arising from the linearized disturbance equa-

tions with the appropriate boundary conditions determines the nature of

these normal modes.

The linear stability theory predicts the growth and decay of the

free oscillations, but like any other linear theory it cannot predict
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the amplitude of the free-oscillation terms. It identifies the range of ·
unstable frequencies under given flow conditions and the overall growth
of a disturbance of constant frequency as it travels through the unstable °

region. Also, it determines the critical Reynolds number below which

all disturbances are damped ¤¤dthe effects of the different flow para-
meters on the stability. Such parametric studies can be used to direct
efforts for stabilizing the flow and hence delaying transition. Since
nonlinearities and secondary instabilities precede transition, the
linear stability theory is not expected to be valid there. In the

absence of well developed nonlinear theories, a number of researchers

have used the linear theory to correlate the location of transition.
One of these correlations, the eN criterion, calculates the amplitude

ratio of a constant frequency disturbance and determines the so-called
amplification factor N = ln·§;, where ao is the initial amplitude.

Smith and Gamberoni (l956) proposed this criterion for flight data and _

suggested that the transition location corresponds to the Reynolds

number and frequency range where N = 9. This value was modified later
to N = lO by Jaffe, et al (l970). This method is semi-empirical. Its

general success in giving satisfactory results for incompressible two-
dimensional and axisymmetric flows (Van Ingen, l956; Kaups, l975) in-

dicates that in these cases the initial disturbance level is low and

linear instability is the road leading to transition. For supersonic

flows, wind-tunnel data do not correspond to flight data because of

the high noise levels in ground facilities. Consequently there is no

direct criterion to predict transition. Reshotko (l969) and Mack (l975)

\
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attempted to use linear stability theory to clarify this issue. Reshotko
invoked dimensional analysis and results of linear stability theory to

) identify all factors possibly affecting transition. He concluded that

the dimentionless frequency of the disturbance and the wave orientation

are relevant parameters. Mack examined detailed numerical results in
l the light of supersonic wind tunnel transition measurements. He con-

cluded that changes in the transition Reynolds number with changes in

the freestream Mach number and wall temperature can be accounted for by
the linear stability theory. As pointed out by Morkovin (l969), still

there is a need for more accumulation of complete transition data. with

such data, linear stability theory can aid in clarifying the subject of
supersonic boundary-layer transition. U

A principle application of linear stability investigations is the

design of laminar-flow vehicles. By reducing the friction drag, a high

performance is achieved with respect to range and economy of vehicle

operation. The optimum amount of suction, or cooling (in air), or

heating (in water) required to maintain laminar flow depends on accurate

stability calculations.

'The first analytical solutions for the stability of the Blasius

boundary layer were obtained by Tollmien (l929) and Schlichting (l935).

These solutions were continually refined as analytical and numerical

techniques improved so that the later work (e.g., Mack, l969) has ren-

dered much of the literature before l965 quite obsolete. Classical

linear stability theories treat the basic flows as quasi-parallel flows.

A summary of the parallel stability calculations for the Blasius profile
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1 is given by Jordinson (1970). For a flow past a flat plate, the cri-

tical Reynolds number predicted by parallel stability theories is about
30% larger than the experimental results of Schubauer and Skramstad
(1947), Wortmann (1955), Ross et al (1970), Kachanov et al (1975),
and Strazisar et al (1975, 1977). Various investigators (e.g., Barry
and Ross, 1970; Ling and Reynolds, 1973; Lanchon and Eckhaus, 1964;

Volodin, 1973; Boehman, 1971; Wazzan et al, 1974) have made incomplete

attempts to account for the nonparallel-flow effects by retaining the

normal velocity component or some of the streamwise derivatives of the

basic flow in the stability equations. However, the full nonparallel
incompressible problem has been solved recently by Bouthier (1972,.

1973), Nayfeh et al (1974), and Gaster (1974). Saric and Nayfeh (1975)
presented a critical review of the prior work, together with a treatment
of the nonparallel stability theory. They analyzed the spatial stabi-

lity of two-dimensional incompressible boundary-layer flows and applied
this analysis to the Blasius and Falkner-Skan flows. Their results show
that the nonparallel effects are insignificant for flows with a favorable

, pressure gradient, are quite noticeable for the Blasius flow, and become
more pronounced as the pressure gradient becomes more adverse. Saric
and Nayfeh (1977) extended their nonparallel investigations to boundary-

layer flows with pressure gradients and suction.
The earliest compressible stability analyses were of Lees and Lin

(1946) and Lees (1947). They were extended by Dunn and Lin (1955),

Reshotko (1960), and Lees and Reshotko (1962). These early theories

were asymptotic or approximate in nature and proved to be valid only up
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to 1ow supersonic Mach numbers. The use of direct computer so1utions to
exp1oit the fu11 compressib1e stabi1ity equations was initiated by Mack
(1960, 1965, 1967) and Brown (1961, 1962, 1967). An extensive treatment
of the para11e1 stabi1ity theory for compressib1e f1ows is given by

Mack (1969).

In the case of compressib1e f1ows, the stabi1ity prob1em is more
r

comp1ex. It is necessary to account for the rate of heat transfer .
between the f1uid and the wa11. when the f1uid is incompressib1e, heat
can be exchanged between the wa11 and the f1uid on1y if the temperature
of the wa11 is higher or 1ower than that of the f1uid. In either case a
therma1 boundary 1ayer deve1ops in addition·to the ve1ocity boundary
1ayer, and it p1ays an important ro1e in the determination of the sta-
bi1ity of the f1ow.

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the effect of heating,
suction, and compressib1ity on the stabi1ity characteristics of bound-
ary-1ayer f1ows within the framework of a comp1ete nonpara11e1 1inear
stabi1ity theory.

In Chapter 2, we introduce a formu1ation of the Iinear nonpara11e1
stabi1ity theory. We consider the spatia1, three-dimensiona1 stabi1ity
of Iaminar incompressib1e and compressib1e two-dimensiona1 steady
viscous f1ows. In Chapter 3, we describe the numerica1 procedures and

‘ techniques used in so1ving the disturbance equations. Chapter 4 is

devoted to the investigation of the nonpara11e1 stabi1ity of heated
water boundary 1ayers on a f1at p1ate. Cases of uniform as we11 as
nonuniform p1ate heating are considered. Theoretica1 resu1ts are com-
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pared with the experimenta1 resu1ts of Strazisar et a1 (1975, 1977) and

Strazisar and Reshotko (1978). In Chapter 5, we ana1yze the 1inear

nonpara11e1 stabi1ity of two-dimensiona1 disturbances in two-dimensiona1

subsonic Iaminar boundary·1ayers. Stabi1ity characteristics are ex-

amined for boundary—1ayer f1ows over an adiabatic f1at p1ate to study

the effect of s1ight compressibi1ity of the mean f1ow. we compare the
effects of continuous suction and suction through porous strips on the

stabi1ity characteristics. In Chapter 6, we investigate the 1inear .

stabi1ity of three-dimensiona1 disturbances in two—dimensiona1 super-

sonic 1aminar boundary 1ayers; we ascertain the nonpara11e1 effects on
the stabi1ity of ob1ique disturances. The theoretica1 resu1ts are
compared with the experimenta1 resu1ts of Laufer and Vreba1ovich (1960) l
and Kenda11 (1967, 1975). In Chapter 7, the mean f1ow used for the

stabi1ity ca1cu1ations is discussed. Simi1ar and nonsimi1ar so1utions

of the steady boundary—1ayer equations are presented. Fina11y Chapter 8

contains summary and conc1usions.



CHAPTER 2

FORMULATION OF THE STABILITY THEORY

In this chapter, we consider the spatial, three-dimensional,

stability of laminar incompressible and compressible two-dimensional
steady viscous flows to small-amplitude disturbances.

The flow field is described by the Navier-Stokes, energy, and state
equations. Lengths, velocities, and time are made dimensionless using a

suitable reference length L*, the freestream velocity Ug, and L*/U;,

respectively. The pressure is made dimensionless using p;U;2. The

temperature, density, specific heats, viscosity, and thermal conduc-

tivity are made dimensionless using their corresponding freestream
values. In terms of these dimensionless quantities and in a vectorial
form, the governing equations are

continuity

Bt

momentum

. Q? —> + _ ”|
p(ä—+v·vv)—-vp+—§v·T (2.2)

energy

BT —> . _ gg -> 'I Iv · VT) —
Ec[(3t + v • Vp) V • (KVT)

. “ P
(2.3)

and the state equation, which will be considered seperately for a
perfect gas or a heated liquid. In these equations t is the dimension-

”§‘,‘~"· A
1 8

I — ä-“ ' \ w—;"‘i
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less stress tensor, © is the dimensionless dissipation function, R =
pwUwL/um is the Reynolds number, Pnm = cp um/Km is the Prandtl number,
Ec = U;/cp Tw is the Eckert number, whichmbecomes equivalent to the Mach
number

[Ecm=
(Y-l)M;] for the case of high freestream velocity.

2.l Governing Equations for Disturbances

To study the linear stability of a steady two-dimensional, bound-
ary-layer flow (basic flow), we superpose a small time dependent distur-
bance on each mean—flow, thermodynamic, and transport quantity. Thus we
let _ ‘

<i(><.y.z.‘¤) = Q¤(><.y) + q(><..v.z.t) (2.4)
‘ where Q„(x,y) is a two-dimensional basic-state quantity and q(x,y,z,t)

is a three-dimensional unsteady disturbance quantity. Here, q or q
stands for the velocity components (u,v, and w), temperature T, pressure
p, density p, specific heat cp, viscosity u, and thermal conductivity K.
The total flow satisfies the equation of state and the time- dependent '
conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy, whereas the basic
state satisfies a more restricted set of equations; namely, the steady,U)
laminar boundary-layer equations. Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eqs.
(2.l)—(2.3), subtracting the basic-state quantities, and linearizing the
resulting equations in the q's, we obtain the following disturbance
equations:

_ ä-+%(¤0¤+¤u„)+§);(¤„v+¤v„) +¤¤%=0 (2.5)
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äh =-äE l ä.. äßi ä!. ää+V°ay) Gx+R 6x["°(‘”ax+Say+S6z)
äh äh ä. ä‘L äh äh+u(r

Uoäh

=-äB l ä. . ä!. ä‘L+ V° Gy ) Gy + R {Gx Gx)

äh äh ä.· ät

ä‘Lähäh ä.ä!. äi+u(r ay

ä. ä‘L äl ä. ää äl/.
Gy Gy)] + u° G2 (S Gx + S Gy + r G2)

2. ähax (2.8)
c

Po
° äh äh . äE äh. äP. äP. l

ä. äl Eä ä. äl äh

where o, the perturbation dissipation function, is defined as
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älcßy. äh'.
K

11 ax+ay ay)+2S[ax 1ay+az)+ay (3x+8z)]’
1 2 21 QM. 21/..21l.c M. 1 H2 äh.

MM ü @(22 ·+ ZS ax ay + (By +

axMoreover,

2 1 ^ 2r=ä-(2+2)„S=g(2-1)„f=g—(2 +1)„>1¤=gu¤(ß-1)
(2.11)

_ where 2 is the ratio of the second to the first viscosity coefficients;
2 = O is the Stokes hypothesis.

Equations (2.5)—(2.10) represent the stabi1ity equations for a

three-dimensiona1 disturbance in a two-dimensiona1, basic f1ow. A1-

though the basic·state ve1ocity component wo is absent, a z-momentum

disturbance equation is inc1uded. In the presence of the dissipation

terms in the energy equation invo1ving the disturbance ve1ocity com-

ponent w, the z-momentum equation is coup1ed with the other equations,

and the order of the system is eight, in contrast with the sixth-order

system that governs two—dimensiona1 disturbances.

2.2 Boundary Conditions for Disturbances

The ana1ysis presented here is app1icab1e to cases with suction or

b1owing as we11 as cases with uniform or nonuniform wa11 heating or

coo1ing. The stabi1ity prob1em is comp1eted by the specification of the
appropriate initia1 and boundary conditions. we consider next the

boundary conditions.
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At the wall, we require the vanishing of the component of the

relative velocity of the fluid/solid surface that is parallel to the
interface, even in the region of perforations. This is a reasonable
assumption provided that the percentage of the permeable area is small

and most of the flow there is directed normal to the wall. The normal
velocity and thermal boundary conditions at the wall need careful
consideration.

For an impermeable wall, both the mean and disturbance velocities

normal to the surface must vanish, whereas for a permeable wall this is

not the case. The mean normal velocity component is not zero. For
different disturbance normal velocities at the wall, Gaponov (l97l,

l975) showed a destabilizing effect of a nonzero value for the normal '

component of the disturbance velocity at the wall. His results are
based on the calculation of the neutral stability curves. Such curves

are not directly related to transition. Moreover the boundary condition
used by Gaponov is not of a practical application. Of more interest are
the results of Lekoudis (l978), who examined the effect of the normal

component of the disturbance velocity on the growth rates of distur-

bances. This boundary condition is given in the form of an admittance

calculated for different configurations. He concluded that the con-

, dition of zero normal velocity at the wall is a reasonable approximation
„ when the surface permeability is very small.

The thermal boundary condition for the disturbances needs an

analysis of the heat conduction problem in the region very close to the

wall (e.g., Dunn and Lin, l955). This analysis results in a thermal
boundary condition for the disturbance in the form
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; %<0)+gT(0>=0

ä
where g is a constant that depends on the disturbance frequency, and the
physical properties of the liquid and the adjacent solid wall. This
condition holds for very low frequencies because the thermal fluctua-
tions can penetrate large distances into the solid wall. On the other
hand, for very high frequencies, the thermal inertia of the solid makes

.the thermal fluctuations die out in the solid very close to the surface,
and the wall remains at the temperature of the basic flow. In this case
the condition T(0) = 0 is a very accurate_approximation.

In the freestream, it is assumed that all disturbance quantities
die out for subsonic disturbances and satisfy a radiation condition for
supersonic disturbances. For boundary layers in subsonic flows, distur-
bances have amplitudes that decay exponentially in the freestream. For
boundary layers in supersonic flows, we restrict our discussion to

subsonic disturbances, that is to disturbances that move subsonically
with respect to the freestream. The amplitudes of these disturbances

decay also exponentially in the freestream,U
In this work, we consider walls of small permeability and subsonic

disturbances of sufficiently high frequencies. with these assumptions,

the disturbance boundary conditions become

u=v=w=T=0aty=O (2.l2) ·‘

u,v,w,T + 0 as y + w (2.l3)
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2.3 Nonparallel-Flow Considerations

we consider weakly nonparallel flows. Thus, to account for the

nonparallelism of the mean flow, we require that all mean—flow variables
be weak functions of the streamwise position. Moreover, we require that

the normal velocity component be small compared with the streamwise

velocity component. These assumptions are expressed mathematically by

writing the mean—flow variables in the form

Uo = U0(X1>y)a Vo = €V0(X19y)2 Po = P0(X1)l To = T0(X1sy)s
pl = ol(xl,y)„ cpO= ¤p0(xl„y)„ ul = u¤(xl„y)„ kl = ¤l(xl„y)

(2.14)
where ,

xl = 6X (2.15) ,
and 6 is a small dimensionless parameter characterizing the nonparal-

‘

lelism of the mean flow. In the parallel-flow approximation, Vo = 0

and all variables in Eqs. (2.14) are independent of xl. The main idea

behind the nonparallel—flow analysis is to make a perturbation about the

parallel-flow solution (Bouthier, 1973; Gaster, 1974; Nayfeh et al,

1974). The method of multiple scales (Nayfeh, 1973) is used to effect

this perturbation. Accordingly different streamwise scales x, xl, z,and Z1 ‘

are introduced. The fast scales x and z are used to describe the rela-

tively rapid streamwise and spanwise variations of the traveling wave

disturbance. The slow scales xl = EX and zl = 62 are used to describe

the relatively slow variations of the mean-flow quantities, the distur-

bance wavenumber, the growth rate, and the amplitude. Since the mean
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flow is independent of 21, the disturbance quantities are independent

of 21 unless the amplitude and wavenumber of the initial disturbance

depend on 21.
Y

Since the coefficients in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.10) vary slowly in the

streamwise direction and are independent of time, we use the method of

multiple scales and seek a first-order expansion for the nine distur-

bance variables u, v, w, p, T, p, cp, u, and k in the form of a travel-

ing harmonic wave; that is

_ (2.16)

we note that because of the nonparallelism, the amplitudes of the

disturbance quantities are functions of the slow scales X1 and Z1

as well as y. In Eq. (2.16) the phase function 6 is defined by

V9

= - 111 _ (2.-)7b)
Here do and 80 are the quasi-parallel components of the wavenumber

vector EO and m is the circular frequency.

For the case of quasi-parallel spatial stability w is real and

de and B0 are complex, while for the case of quasi-parallel temporal

stability, dn and Bo are real and m is complex. For the general case,

no, 60, and w are complex. The present study is limited to spatial

stability so that m is a known real quantity.

In terms of x1, 21, and 6, the spatial and temporal derivatives are

transformed as
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gi-= dg gg-+ 6 22T- (2.l8a) „
8 - L L,.$2-- B0 36 + 6 321 (2.l8b)
8 - _ ä.-5E — m 89 (2.l8c)

Substituting Eqs. (2.16)-(2.l8) into Eqs. (2.5)-(2.lO) and equating the
coefficients of 6° and 6 on both sides, we obtain problems describing
the ql and qz disturbance quantities. These problems are referred to as

the first- and second—order problems, and they are discussed in the next
two sections. '

The disturbances of the fluid properties cp, u, and K are related

to the temperature disturbance by

while the density disturbance is related to the temperature disturbance
by the state equation.

2.4 The First—Order Problem

Substituting Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19) into Eqs. (2.5)-(2.10) and equating
the coefficients of 6° on both sides, we obtain

BOWI) + l(¤'-oUo ‘ (¤)O1

+·%y(¤oV1) = 0 (2-20)
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g L2(U1,V1»W1»P1,T1) = ÜOo(O¢0Uo " (#1) '*‘ gg(n·1ä+ BÖUU1
U ° f .+ (Oo 1-[OG/OBOWI

@/.1.Ray dT0ay'Ray ay

1R
dT„ ay ay R U° ay0-J£

@g1 -12. @11. -1

@11. - 1@1@/.1. - E- @11.
, R ay R ay ay R U°B° ay

(2-22)
L1(¤1,v1„w1,¤1,T1) = [io¤(¤1¤U¤ - w) + $(11% + rßä)]w1

f UOÜOBOUI Bo V1 1-loßo *2%%

1 1111 @11 - 11 321/ , »-R3y ay O (2.d3)
2L5(¤1„v1,w1„p1„T1) ={io1(¤1¤U1 - w) - ggg?-g (ggg) _

-1 g(011gg

au Ko
R U° Eil ay RPr· c WZ- O (224)

oo po

The boundary conditions are
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U1:V1:W1=T1:ÜBt_Y:Üul

, vl, wl, Tl + 0 as y + w (2.26)

The operators, Ll, L2, L3, L1, and L5 correspond to the continuity,
x-momentum, y-momentum, z—momentum, and energy equations, respectively.

The scales xl and zl appear implicitly in these equations due to
the dependence of the mean-flow quantities on xl and the assumed

dependence of the initial disturbance on 21. It is convenient to ex-
press Eqs. (2.20)-(2.24) as a set of eight, first-order equations by

introducing the new variables Zln defined by

Zll = ul, Zlz = gälg Zl, = vl, Zl„ = pl,

216 = W1, 216 = äglx Z17 = T1, 216 = %§l‘(2·27)

Then, Eqs. (2.20)—(2.26) can be rewritten in the compact form

8
·5;- - jglhaijllj = 0 for i = l,2,...,8 (2.28)

211:21;:215:217:0aty:0Zll,

Z13, Zls, Zly + 0 as y + w (2.30)

. where the aij are the elements of an 8 x 8 variable-coefficient matrix.
Equations (2.28)-(2.30) consitute an eigenvalue problem that is solved

numerically. The numerical solution is discussed in detail in the next
chapter, and the solution of Eqs. (2.28)-(2.30) can be expressed in the

form

Zli = A(xl,zl);i(xl,y,zl) for i = l,2,...,8 (2.3l)
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where A is still an undetermined function at this level of approxima-
tion. It is determined by imposing the solvability condition at the
next level of approximation.

2.5 The Second—0rder Problem

Substituting Eqs. (2.l6)-(2.l9) into Eqs. (2.5)-(2.lO) and equating

the coefficients of e on both sides, we obtain

L1(U2gV2-Wzgpz-T2) = Im (2-32)

I-2(Uz-V2-W2»P2»T2) = IX (2-33)

L3(¤g„vg„wg„¤g„Tg) = I), (2-34)
L¤+(U2gVz-W2-P2,)-2) = IZ (2-35)

Ls(U2-V2gW2-P2-T2) = le (2-36)

. The boundary conditions are

ug = vg = wg = Tg = 0 at y = 0 (2.37)
ug,vg,wg,Tg# 0 as y + w (2.38)

where the operators L1-L5 are defined by Eqs. (2.20)—(2.24) and Im, IX,

Iy, IZ, and IE are the inhomogeneous terms in the continuity, x-momentum,
y-momentum, z—momentum, and energy equations, respectively. These

inhomogeneous terms reflect the effects of the streamwise and spanwise

variations of the disturbance amplitude, the normal basic·velocity

component and the streamwise and spanwise variations of the wavenumber.
L These terms are tabulated in the appendices for the specific physical

problems considered.
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with the solution of the first-order problem given by Eq. (2.3l),

i the second-order problem can be rewritten as

“ 8221 2 BA BA —
i Sy--- jéi aiilzi = Gi 5;-+ Ei DiA for 1 = l,2,...,8
i (2.39)

Z21 = 223.: Z25 = Z27 = Ü ät _Y =ÜZ21,

Z23s 226, Z27 “* O öS .Y '* °° (2-41)

where the Gi, Ei, and Di are known functions of the gi, do, B0, and the

basic-flow quantities. They are defined in the specific chapters for

~ the physical problems considered. The new variables Zzn are defined in

the same way the Zin are defined in Eq.(2.27).2.6

Adjoint Problem and Solvability Condition

Since the homogeneous parts of Eqs. (2.39)-(2.4l) are the same as

Eqs. (2.28)·(2.30) and since the latter have a nontrivial solution, the

inhomogenous Eqs. (2.39)-(2.4l) have a solution if, and only if, a

solvability condition is satisfied. In this case the solvability condi-

tion demands the inhomogeneous terms to be orthogonal to every solution

of the adjoint homogeneous problem; that is,
oo 8 DA BA _
fi;] [Gi Ei 5-;+ piA]widy - o (2.42)

0

where the wi(x1,y,zl) are the solutions of the adjoint homogeneous

problem corresponding to the same eigenvalue. Thus, they are the solu-

tions of
_
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8-— ..W. = f '= , ,..., .ay + J;] aii J D or 1 l 2 8 (2 43)

wg, wg, W5, wg * Ü BS y * w (2.45)

2.7 Amplitude Equation

Substituting for Gi, Ei, and Di into the solvability conditions

(2.42), we obtain the following equation for the modulation of the wave

amplitude A with position;

3A 3A _Q1 Ö}? + Q2 5; · 064 (2-46)
where °

O9
6

Q1 = Z Giwidy (2.47)
i=l0

Q2 = E Eiwidy (2.48)
i=l0
°° 6

Q2 = - J/· E D.W.dy (2.49)
i:] 1 1

0

Here, Q1 and Q2 are proportional to the components of the group velocity
Bw 301 ·(8GQ, ÖBQ)'

To détéfmlflé Q3, WG need to €Vä)U&‘C€ 8010/BX1, SOLO/821, 881;/8X1,

38,/321, 3;i/3x1, and 3;i/321. To accomplish this, we replace Zi by ;i

in Eqs. (2.28)-(2.30), differentiate the result with respect to xi,

and obtain
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BC- 6 BC-L 4 . 4 M M ·.ay Gi 5;% + Ei 5;% + Si for 1 1,2,...,8
· (2.50)

8x1 8x; 8xl 8xl 0 11 Y 0 (2’5])

ät E5.; äs. ä .„O as

YSimi1ar1y,differentiation of Eqs. (2.28)-(2.30) with respect to zl

yie1ds _

BC- 6 BC-L 4 . ..1. M M ·.ay (821) ij;] aii(3Z1) + Gi 5;%-+ Ei·§Z% for 1 1,2,...,8
(2.53)

=

as. .äE1 .ä§; .äQ; m821 ÖZ1
’

BZ}
’ 821+ O as

'YHere,Gi, Ei, and Si are known functions of gi, ao, Bo, and the basic-
f1ow quantities, they are given by

8 86.. 8 86..
6.- X X ;.——l»l| fori=1,2,...,61 ‘i=i J 8xl B0 ij:] J BZ1 Bo

(2.56)
3 3a.. 3 Sa.,

: ..J.J. : --3-1
•

:Ei J;] gi BXI ·dO ig] gi 321 Iüo for 1 1,2,...,8
(2.57)

8= . ° = ..., .5Si j;] gi for 1 1,2, 8 (2 8)

we note that Eqs. (2.53) do not contain terms corresponding to the Si in

Eqs. (2.50) because the basic f1ow is two dimensiona1. X
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Again, applying the solvability condition to Eqs. (2.50)—(2.52) and

1 Eqs. (2.53)—(2.55), we obtain

Bd Bd _Q1 Q2 — Q1 (2•59)

Q1 SX1 + Q1 S21 Q (2~6Q) _

where Q1 and Q2 are given in Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48) and Qg is given by
P M 8 SQ., = - Q s,w,ay (2.6l)

i=l °
0

( . Note that we used in Eqs. (2.59) and (2.60) the fact that 6 is twice

differentiable; that is,

V x Re = 0 (
1 (2.62)

In the spatial theory Go and 80 are complex and m is real. We

define a real wavenumber vector of magnitude ko and direction w
according to

Ko = (¤¤6X„66„)„

11anda real spatial amplification-rate vector of magnitude Oo and direc-

tion E according to
l

goThesolution of the eigenvalue problem Eqs. (2.28)—(2.30) gives the

complex dispersion relation

m (Z 65)
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For fixed w, x, and z, there are four real parameters k„,w,o, and
E] Two of them can be determined from the eigenvalue calculation.

) _ In general, the direction of the wave propagation w is different

from the direction of the wave amplification EÄ The propagation angle

w can be used as an input parameter, while the question of determining

the direction of the amplification E-is still open. Mack (l977) chose

the direction of the group velocity (ä§;,·§%;) to be the direction of

· amplification. He showed that for two-dimensional basic flows, the

direction of the group velocity deviates by a few degrees from the
) streamwise direction. This deviation decreases as the Mach number

increases. In the absence of any clear criterion for determining the

direction of wave amplification, and to compare our results with avail-

able experiments, which measure the amplification in the streamwise

direction, we take $°= 0 in the stability analysis. In Chapter 6, we.

use the transformation developed by Nayfeh and Padhye (l978) to relate

the spatial amplifications of a disturbance along two directions. Thus,

Eqs. (2.46), (2.59), and (2.60) reduce to

r Q1 QsA (2-66)
@:Q1 dxl Qt (2-67)

E6.: rdx? 0 (2.68)

Equations (2.66) can be written as '

l dA _ .
KE * iK((x()
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The solution of Eq. (2.69) can be written as

A = Aoexpliie/K1(x1)dx] (2.70)

where Ag is a constant of integration.
Therefore, to the first approximation

iwi:] + 0(6) (2-7l)
„ where the Zli are related to the disturbance variables by Eq. (2.27) and

}
the constant A0 is determined from the initial conditions. It is clear

'
from Eq. (2.7l) that, in addition to the dependehce of the eigensolution

on x, the eigenvalue KO is modified by eK1.
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CHAPTER 3

i NUMERICAL PROCEDURE AND SOLUTION
The first-order stability problem is reduced to the solution of the

following set of eight first-order equations and eight homogeneous
boundary conditions:

lj" 9 ?•••g •Elli 8 z Of ‘ l2 8 (3l)

Z11 :21;:215:217:0äty:0Z11,

Z16, Z16, ZI7 ‘* 0 ä$ .Y ‘*°° (3-3)

This set constitutes an eigenvalue problem and it has nontrivial solu-

tions only for certain combinations of the parameters oe, Be, w and R.
The solution of this eigenvalue problem is obtained numerically.

For the spatial stability problem, we assign values to w and R and

two relations among der, dei, Bor and Bei, where do = der + idei and
80 = Bor + ißoi. Then, we guess the remaining two relations. Since the
problem is linear, one can calculate eight linearly independent solu-

tions. Then, the general solution is a linear combination of these '

eight linearly independent solutions. Application of the boundary

conditions yields the desired constatns in the linear combination and
hence the desired solution when the eigenvalues.are known.

The linearly independent solutions are calculated by first convert-
ing the problem into an initial value problem. The form of the boundary

conditions at y = w makes it more convenient to start the integration at

an arbitrary point outside the boundary layer because satisfaction of

26
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these boundary conditions demands that four of the eight linearly inde-I
pendent solutions vanish, leaving only four nonvanishing linearly inde-
pendent solutions to be calculated. Although all of the integrators use
double precision arithmatic, a straightfcrward integration fails to

produce four linearly independent solutions because of the buildup of
parasitic errors among the different solutions. One of the most success-

I ful and efficient methods that overcome this difficulty is the method of

orthonormalization. The linearly independent solutions of the equations

i are orthonormalized whenever a loss of linear independence is detected.'

I The computer code used here is called SUPORT, which was developed by

Scott and Watts (1977). It is based primarily on the method of Godunov

(l96l). Among the different integrators and orthonormalization tests '

included in SUPORT, we choose the RKF integrator, a variable—step-

size integrator based on the Runge—Kutta-Fehlburg fifth—order formulas.

This integrator is used in conjunction with the modified Gram-Schmidt

orthonormalization procedure. SUPORT combined with a Newton-Raphson

I iterative scheme is used to solve the eigenvalue problem as follows.
)

3.l Eigenvalues and Vectors
l

Outside the boundary layer (at y = ye > 6, where 6 is the boundary-

layer thickness), the mean-flow quantities are independent of y and the
nonzero elements of the coefficient matrix [aij] given by Eq. (3.l) are

constants. They become
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621 = iR(6, - 6) + 6%+ 6%, 6,, = iR6, - ivMg6,(6, -,1),
S25 = f<1q(G.Q • (1)), (1)),

äas = l(¤o ' M), a37 = ' lßo, öuz = ' lX¤o,

6,, = — x[iR(6, · 6) + 6%+ 6%], 6,, = iXr(6, - 6),
Qua = ‘ lXßo, g6u = ' ]RPVeECMä(¤o" M),

M) T üä T ßä, $66 = ]RBo ‘ fYMäBo(¤o ‘ M),
a85 = fBo(¤o ' M), a87 = a21

where

X = 1/[R + irYMä(a0 — w)]

Equations (3.1) with a constant coefficient matrix [6]]] permit a solu-

tion that can be expressed in the general form °

6
Z1] = jg] A]jcjexp(Ajy) for i = 1,2,...,8 (3.4)

where the Aj are eigenvalues of the matrix [a]j], the A ]j are the

elements of the corresponding eight eigenvectors, and the cj are arbi-
trary constants.

The values AJ and A]j can be derived analytically be rewriting the
eight first—order equations (3.1) with constant coefficients as four
second—order equations in the form

d2J. 8—-gl-— E b--J- = O for i = 1 2 4 (3 5)dy J:] J1 1

where

J1 = Z11, J2 = 216, J3 = Z15, J4 = Z1? · (3 6)

and the coefficients b]j are given by
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1 b11 = a21• bl2 = äzus b1s = gzss T

} b22 ’ üzuäuz T asuäus T äusäsu T äuaäaus
b2s = özsäuz T össäus,T äusöss T öuaösss

bsz = ö6u• bss = ass- buz = ä6u• bus = gas- buu = a21

The so1ution of Eqs. (3.5) has the form
6

Ji = ig] Bijdjexp(Ajy) for 1 = 1,2,...,4 (3.7)

where the Aj are the same as the eigenva1ues of Eqs. (3.1) with constant

T coefficients, the Bij are the e1ements of the corresponding eight eigen-

vectors, and the dj are arbitrary constants. From the characteristic

determinant, it fo11ows that the eigenva1ues are _

—· 1/2 -Ä1’5 = T (b11) (3 8)
__1 1 2 l 1/21 1/2

Ä2’6 = T ?°(b22 T bss) T Ü] (bzz ' bss) T bzsbsz] 1
(3.9)1__1 1 1/2 /2Äsav = T ä'(b22 T bss) ' [E°(b22 ' bss) T b23b32]

.(3.10)
—- 1/2Äu’6 = T (bll) (3 11)

The Bij can be obtained from the so1ution of the characteristic
equation. They are given by

= 1, = O; = 0,

=forj = 1,5
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B (Ä; · ö6s)ö26 + a2Sa6u B A 21·= A »2·=a6s*Ä·6J 6.. - 6g> J J
A äaaüas + (Ä? ' a65)a8k

Bgj = ° aß!-4.3 Blgj = A(a21 ' Ää)

for j = 2,3,6,7
and

' = O, = 0, = O, Bqj :1
~

for j = 4,8

The Aij are related to the Bij by Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and
(3.7); they are

A1j = la Azj = Äja Aaj = (äa1B1j T äaußzj + össßsj + öavßuj)/ÄjB1j»

. = . ., . = B . B ., . = . . ., . = . .,AuJ B2J/B1J ASJ 3J/ 1J ^6J ÄJBaJ/B1J A7J B4J/B1J
Aöj = (a8!+B2j + a85B3j +

a87B'+j)/)\jB1jTheseeigenvectors are normalized such that

ZI1 = cje><p<kjy) at y = ye
J=l

3.2 Boundary Conditions at Infinity

The boundary conditions (3.3) demand the constants cs, cö, c7,

and cg be zero. To set up these boundary conditions for SUPORT, we

first solve Eqs. (3.4) for the cjexp(Ajy) and obtain
6

. . = ‘F.. . ° = _cJexp(AJy) ig] IJZI1 for J l,2, 8 (3 I6)
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>
where the matrix Efij] is the inverse of [A11]. Setting c5=c0=c7=c8=O

(
in Eq. (3.16) 1eads to

ii]
f11Z01 = O for j = 5,6,7,and 8 at y = ye (3.17)

Equations (3.17) rep1ace the boundary conditions Eqs. (3.3).

3.3 Integration and Orthonorma1ization

with assigned va1ues for w, R, and two re1ations among o0r, o01„

Bor, and 601 and guessed va1ues for the remaining re1ations, we deter-

( mine the fij in Eqs. (3.17). Then, SUPORT converts the boundary-va1ue

prob1em into an initia1-va1ue prob1em. The RKF initia1-va1ue integrator

in SUPORT is used with adjustab1e step sizes to keep measure of the

1oca1 error per step be1ow a specified to1erance. whi1e integrating
toward the wa11, we are faced with two major difficu1ties due to the

finite word 1ength of the computer. One difficu1ty is the diminishing

of the origina1 Tinear independence of the so1ution vectors so that they

become 1inear1y dependent before the integration reaches the wa11

because the round—off dominates the so1ution due to the rapid1y growing

portions of the four so1ution vectors (parasitic error). The second

difficu1ty is the frequent occurrence of cance11ation errors whi1e form-
ing the fina1 1inear combination of the so1ution vectors. These dif-

ficu1ties are avoided by the use of an orthonorma1ization test that is

based on the modified Gram-Schmidt procedure.

Since testing for independence after each integration step is

expensive, we use a modified version of SUPORT (Dar1ow et a1, 1977) and
choose a prese1ected set of points where orthonorma1ization is per-
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>
formed. These points are assigned a priori by using information about

i
the points where orthonorma1ization is needed. we note that there is
a1ways a trade-off between integration and orthonorma1ization.

3.4 Boundary Conditions at the wa11

The boundary conditions (3.2) can be set up for SUPORT by writing
E them in the form
,

Ä;] eijloj = O for j = 1,2,...,8 (3.18)
·

1
where the eij are the e1ements of an 8 x 8 matrix with on1y four nonzero

eiements.
· At the wa11, the va1ues of the 1inear1y independent so1ution vec-

tors are 1inear1y combined to satisfy a11 but one of the wa11 boundary

conditions. The 1ast wa11 boundary condition can on1y be satisfied by

this combined so1ution when the exact remaining re1ations among dcr, ago,

Bgr, and Bgi have been found. A Newton—Raphson procedure is used to

determine these re1ations. To speed up the search, we choose the re-

1ations such that the so1ution is an ana1ytic function of a comp1ex

combination of them. For examp1e, we assign go and search for dg or

assign do and search for Bo. Thus a sing1e integration is sufficient to

compute each of the comp1ex derivatives 3Zo7(O)/Boo and 8Z17(0)/ößo.

with the eigenva1ue determined to within the desired accuracy, the

eigenfunctions can be recovered using the stored so1ution vectors.
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3.5 Adjoint Problem

Outside the boundary layer (at y = ye), the adjoint problem, Eqs.

(2.43)-(2.45), has constant coefficients and its solution can be written
in the form

6= *- * - ' = ..., .wi j;] A1JcJexp(AJy) for 1 l,2, 8 (3 19)

where the AJ are the same as those for the first—order homogeneous prob-
lem, Eqs. (3.8)—(3.ll), but the A¥j are different from the Aij. The

V
Aäj can be obtained analytically in the same way we obtained the Aij.
The Atj components are given by

= el: = + = "

(3-20)

where A A A A
(

(Ä§*ö6s)ö2u+ä2sö6u
= 19 = ^ ^ 9(ä6s‘Ä§)(b22'Ä§)·ä6¤b26

32¤bza'(bz2‘Ä%)ä .Bäj = —=r————————————-·L:———- , Bäj = O (3.2l)

for j = l,5
. = . = —^ , . = - g, . = 3. 2Bf] 0- Bt] 66-. Bt] 622 AJ sta 0 ( 2 )

for j = 2,3,6,7
and
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(Ä%•ä6s)öa¤ + öasösuBfj = 0, Bfj = .7.l.............„r.....’

Bäj = —z-—————————————·l—x——————, Btj = T (3.23)

for j = 4,8

The solution of the adjoint problem is obtained by using the same

numerical procedure used to solve the original problem except there

is no need for the iteration scheme. The eigenvalue relations we found

before are used in one integration to produce the adjoint solution.

Thus, the solution of the adjoint problem provides also an independent

check on the eigenvalues obtained earlier.



CHAPTER 4

HEATED LIQUIDS

This chapter is devoted to the investigation of the nonparallel

stability of heated boundary-layer flows. Surface cooling or heating in

a boundary-layer flow can be utilized to yield a mean—velocity profile
on_a flat plate which is more stable than the Blasius profile. The
reason is that heat transfer alters the shape of the boundary-layer

temperature profile which in turn alters the velocity profile through

the viscosity-temperature dependence.

Linke (1942) was the first to investigate experimentallytheeffect

of heat transfer on transition. He measured the drag on a verti-

cal heated plate that is placed in a horizontal air stream. He found
(

that heating the plate causes its drag to increase considerably. He

concluded from this observation that heating the plate is destabilizing.

Liepmann and Fila (1947) fully confirmed the destabilizing effect of

heating in air boundary layers. They performed measurements on a

vertical heated plate in a horizontal air stream. They found that the
critical Reynolds number decreases with wall heating. The destabilizing

effect of heating in an incompressible air boundary layer is due to

increasing the air viscosity next to the wall, thereby producing an

inflected velocity profile. On the other hand, cooling yields a

fuller velocity profile and hence a more stable flow.

Since heating water decreases its viscosity, the above measurements

and arguments suggest that heating the wall of a body in a water stream

35
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is stabilizing. This has been confirmed by the analysis of Wazzan et al
(1968, 1970, 1972). Their analysis is for a parallel flow and is based

on the disturbance vorticity equation only; that is, it does not include

the energy equation and hence the temperature fluctuations. However,

their analysis includes the effects of the mean-temperature distribution
on the viscosity of the fluid,. with these assumptions, wazzan et al
obtained a fourth-order modified 0rr—Sommerfeld problem. Their results

show that the critical Reynolds number increases as the wall heating

increases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases. Lowell and Reshotko

(1974) reformulated the parallel stability problem and included tempera-

ture as well as vorticity fluctuations. They ended up with a sixth-

order rather than a fourth-order system. They found that the solutions

of the fourth- and sixth-order systems are close for all wall tempera-

tures over the normal liquid range of water (0°·100°C).

The stabilizing effect of small amounts of wall heating in water

was confirmed experimentally by Strazisar et al (1975, 1977) and Parker

(1978). Parker found that the transition Reynolds number for water

flowing in a tube can be increased from 10 x 106 to 42 x 106 by using a

7°C wall overheat. Strazisar et al (1975, 1977) conducted experiments

for the case of uniform wall overheats. Their results show that, as the

wall heating increases, the critical Reynolds number increases, the

growth rates decrease, and the range of frequencies receiving amplifi-

cation decreases. A11 of these results qualitatively compare with the

parallel stability results of wazzan et al and Lowell and Reshotko.
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Since the flow over the portion of the body upstream of the criti-
l cal Reynolds number is stable, no stabilization is needed on that por- „

tion, and one would need the heating on the portions downstream of the
critical Reynolds number. This suggests the use of nonuniform rather
than uniform wall heating, and led Strazisar and Reshotko (l978) to

) examine experimentally the effect of nonuniform wall heating. They
( conducted experiments with two types of wall heating. The first is a

'

step-change heating and the second is a power-law heating of the form

'
Tw — Te = Äxn, where T is the temperature, x is the distance in the

( streamwise direction, n is a constant, and the subscripts w and e denote

conditions at the wall and the edge of the boundary layer, respectively.
In their power-law case, they kept Tw(xref) - Te, where xref is a refer-
ence location, fixed while they changed the exponent n. They made all

their measurements at xref, which corresponds to a displacement—thick-
ness Reynolds number of about 800. Their results show that decreasing n

is stabilizing; that is, the case n < 0 results in lower growth rates

than the case n = O (uniform case), which in turn results in lower
' growth rates than the case n = l. Strazisar and Reshotko (l978) found

that applying Lowell's analysis (l974) to the case of power-law tempera-

ture distributions yielded results that did not agree, even qualita-

tively, with the experimental results. This led to the speculation that

an appropriate nonparallel theory may be needed to explain these results.

To compare with the experimental results and to investigate the

aforementioned speculations, we analyze, in this chapter, the parallel

and nonparallel stability of two-dimensional boundary layers in water on
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a flat plate, taking into account uniform as well as nonuniform wall
heating. For the case of uniform wall overheat, the parallel results
are in full agreement with those of Lowell and Reshotko (l974). The
nonparallel results are in good agreement with the experimental data. .

For the case of nonuniform wall overheat we found that the non-
parallel theory cannot explain even qualitatively the experimental
results if a self-similar mean flow is used. Looking closely at the
aforementioned parallel and nonparallel calculations, one finds that all
of them employ self-similar boundary-layer profiles. For a uniform wall
temperature or for a power-law temperature distribution and a fluid with
constant properties, the flow is self-similar. However, for a fluid
with variable properties, the flow is not self-similar if the wall
temperature is not uniform. In fact the mean—fl0w measurements of
Strazisar and Reshotko (l978) show variations of the mean flow from the
similar solution. In contrast with previous analyses the nonsimilarity
of the mean flow is taken into account. Both the parallel and non-
parallel results qualitatively agree with the experimental results of

Strazisar and Reshotko when nonsimilar profiles are used.
In this chapter, we present numerical results for uniform as well

as nonuniform wall temperatures and compare our results with the experi-
mental data of Strazisar et al (l975, l977) and Strazisar and Reshotko
(l978). when the variation of the temperature, thermodynamic, and

transport properties are neglected, the present solution reduces to
those of Bouthier (l973), Nayfeh et al (l974). Gaster (l974), and Saric

and Nayfeh (l975, l977).
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I 4.l Problem Formulation and Method of Solution
I The present study is concerned with the two-dimensional, nonparallel

stability of two-dimensional, viscous, heat-conducting, liquid boundary
layers to small amplitude disturbances. The analysis takes into account
variations in the fluid properties but neglects buoyancy, dissipation,
and expansion energies. We follow the formulation introduced in Chapter

Ä
2, keeping in mind that we are dealing with two—dimensional distur- '
bances. In this case, all theromodynamic and transport properties are

I
i

assumed to be known functions of the temperature alone according to the

equation of state. The stability analysis is applicable to uniform as

well as nonuniform surface temperature variations. Me superpose a small

_ time-dependent disturbance on each mean flow, thermodynamic and trans-
port quantity as in Eq. (2.4). Then, substituting Eq. (2.4) into the

Navier-Stokes and energy equations, subtracting the mean quantities, and

linearizing the resulting equations in the disturbance quantities, we

obtain the following disturbance equations:

(ow (mtv + oV¤) = 0 (4-l)

¤„<§¢‘,;+u„§§‘;+¤%’,;‘L+vo-§+v§§—‘L>+¤<u¤%+v¤§§4>
:-22 l L L1 21 ä. L/L

Gx + R I 3x [U°(r 3x + S By) + U(r 3x + S By ll

a au at aut attl ·
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L'. L!. äh LL L/1.+ LLQ. äh°°(at+U°ax+Uax+V°ay+Vay) MU°ax+V°ay)
=-äE l L L-L LL äh. ähay + R {ax (“°(ay + ax) + May + ax ))

L äi äääh.+3), +S3X)]I (4-3)

ä ata .61 at. at EL
äh. io.=.......) L L'.

I
(U° ax + V° ay ) RPr€cp0 (ax (K° ax

H9. L äT. äh. +"ax)+ay(*‘°ay+*<ay)) (4*5)

p, p, K, cp = functions (T) (4.6)

Here, cpo is the liquid specific heat at constant pressure, R =

p€UeL/pe is the Reynolds number, and Pre = cpue/Re is the freestream

Prandtl number. Moreover, r, s and f are given by Eq. (2.11). The

problem is completed by the specification of the boundary conditions;

they are

u = v = T = 0 at y = 0 (4.7)
u, v, T + 0 as y + w (4.8)

we restrict our analysis to mean flows which are slightly non-

parallel; that is, the normal velocity component is small compared with

the streamwise velocity component. This condition demands all mean—flow ‘

variables to be weak functions of the streamwise position. These assump-

tions are expressed mathematically by writing the mean-flow variables in

the form given by Eq. (2.14).
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T To determine an approximate solution to Eqs. (4.l)-(4.8), we use
) the method of multiple scales (Nayfeh, l973) and seek a first-order

expansion for the eight disturbance variables u, v, p, T, p, cp, p, and

K in the form of a traveling harmonic wave; that is, we expand each

disturbance flow quantity in the form

q(x1„y„t) = [q1(X1„y) + 6¤z(x1„y) + ---lexp(i@) (4 9)
where _

gg-= do(xl), gä = - w (4.lO)

For the case of spatial stability, Go is the complex wavenumber for the

quasi-parallel flow problem and w is the disturbance circular frequency

which is taken to be real.

Substituting Eqs. (4.9) and (4.lO) into Eqs. (4.l)-(4.8), trans-

forming the time and the spatial derivatives from t and x to 9 and x1,

and equating the coefficients of e° and e on both sides, we obtain

problems describing the gl and qz flow quantities. These problems are

referred to as the first- and second—order problems and they are solved

in the next two sections.

4.l.l The First-Order Problem

Substituting Eqs. (4.9) and (4.lO) into Eqs. (4.l)-(4.8) and equat-

ing the coefficients of c° on both sides, we obtain the following

problem:

(Uo Ü

(4.ll)
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T L1CoO10(Uo '1'(DoT
R Sy R Sy (dT„ Sy 1 R Sy Sy

_iiR 1-10010 ay R dT0 ay ay R 1-10 ESTZ"0L

(u vp31212121 OGOOLO ROG1 R Gay 1

T ,1 eialläb. -1t é>.¤2t-L2.4.l.21l.

T

R°‘° dT„ ay 1* R
“°°‘°

ay RSy ay
221-: özv . _

T

*1* O (4.13)

L4(U1 vl pl Tl) = [i¤o¤o(Uo - 4) + ——1——(¤<ll¤¤ä - ·&§l)1Tl* ° ° do RPrecp0 Sy ·
p° Sy V1 RPr c Sy Sy RPr c K° Sy 0€ Po €‘Po

(4.14)

The boundary conditions are:

U]_:V1:1-1:Ü&t_Y:Üul,

V12 Tl + 0 as y->==¤ (4-16)

Equations (4.11)-(4.16) constitute an eigenva1ue prob1em, which is
so1ved numerica11y. It is convenient to express it as a set of six

first-order equations by introducing the new variabies Zln defined by

Z11:1-11, 212:%]*, Z1s:V1,
STZ14 : P1, 215 : 1-1, 216 : TEL (4-17)

Then Eqs. (4.11)-(4.16) can be rewritten in the compact form
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ÖZ1i 6-——- - ..Z . = O f ° = l, ,..., .Oy OE] aOO IO or 1 2 6 (4 18)

Z11, Z16, Z16 0 öS Y + ” (4-20)

where the aij are the elements of a 6 x 6 variable·c0efficient matrix.
The nineteen nonzero elements of this matrix are

H12:)

azl = lämääß (UO _ QL) + dg
Mo Go

:-1.ähau 111,61
=ä¤Bäh-· Lw-Lähaza Uo GY 1ao (Ho SY Do BY )

OZO = 1uQR
Uo

=-f2.¤.äw _Q._ä.ä. wäh

UOdT0a31

= ' lüo

=-L.ähaaa Do BY
=-ww _QLa35 Doo (UO OLG)

a „-lhh(ä.ä.h_.Läh)“1 R Uo By Do BY
aO2
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a Q QQHQ.R ceouooo Sy Sy um Sy Do Sy ’

- leyß _ Q.UO (Uo do);

aGS R Uo d-Vo GY lJoDo dTo GY G flo
_ L(UDodT¤ Sy ° oo Sy dT¤ Do dT¤ Sy

Q P Qea _ LLal+6 Rpo dT0 (UO OLG)

H55 :1

ass = RPrec po gig
Ko GY

iRPr c oopo 2Q _...E.o.....‘=‘ - 92. 2 _ J. G •<
öss Ko (Uo OLG) +OloQ

- LSE. „ (
a66 Ko By

The eigenvalue problem, Eqs. (4.l8)-(4.20), is numerically solved using

SUPORT (Scott and watts, l977). A detailed discussion of setting up the

numerical problem is given in Chapter 3. The numerical solution leads
« to a value for do. The eigenfunction solutions are recovered using the

stored solution vectors. This solution can be expressed in the form

= gy) i =

]’2,•••’6Followingthe analysis given in Chapter 2, we determine the amplitude

function A(x1) by imposing the solvability condition at the next level
of approximation.
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I 4.l.2 The Second—Order Problem
V

with the solution of the first-order problem given by Eq. (4.2l),

the second—order problem becomes

3221 2 dA
3 Z2} = Z23 = Z25 = O at y = 0

2212 2230 225+0 G$Y‘*°° (4·24)
3 where the Gi and Di are known functions of the ;i, ao, and the mean-flow

quantities. They are defined as follows
dA _GI Hä:-+ DIA — 0, (4.25a)

,_ _l1°oIg _ B.G2 dxl + D2A po Im UO IX, (4.25b)
dA = l_G3 dxl + ÜaA po lm, (4.25c)
9.6.. . im Lm _ Z..m IG3 dX1 + 323 R Oo (Mo GY Do GY )Im + R Do GY m + Y’I (4.25d)

GS gg-+ DSA = 0, (4.25e)X1 RPr cQL . - .;J2.o.GS dxl + DSA KO IQ (4.25f)

where Im, Ix, Iy, and I6 represent the nonparallel terms in the con-

tinuity, x-momentum, y-momentum, and energy equations, respectively.

They are defined in Appendix I.

Since the homogeneous parts of Eqs. (4.22)-(4.24) are the same as

Eqs. (4.l8)—(4.2D) and since the latter have a nontrivial solution, the
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inhomogeneous Eqs. (4.22)—(4.24) have a solution if, and only if, a

solvability condition is satisfied. In this case the solvability

condition demands the inhomogeneities be orthogonal to every solution

of the adjoint homogeneous problem; that is,

[ [G EB. + 0 A]N dy = 0 (4 26)1:] dx,
•

0

where the Ni(x,,y) are the solutions of the adjoint homogeneous problem

corresponding to the eigenvalue oo. Thus, they are the solutions of
6

·
'

1 gg- + j;] ajiwj
— 0 for 1 — 1,2,...,6 (4.27)

N2 = N, = N, = 0 at y = 0 (4.28)

N2, N,, N, + 0 as y + w (4.29)

Substituting for the Gi and Di from Eq. (4.25) into Eq. (4.26), we

obtain the following equation for the evolution of the amplitude A:

0. = 0.4 (4.60)
This equation has the same form as Eq. (2.46) derived in Chapter 2, when

Q2 = 0. For a two—dimensional disturbance in a two-dimensional mean

flow, the wave propagates and amplifies in the direction of the mean

flow, which is the x-direction. The functions 0, and Q2 are given by

Eqs. (2.47) and (2.49).
Equation (4.30) can be written as

Qigä- = ia,(x,) (4.61)
where m w

ia, = — [ [ Djwjdyl/[ [ Gjwjdy] (4.32)
O j=l 0 j=l
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{
The so1ution of Eq. (4.31) can be written as

A = Aoexp[iejnul(xl)dx] (4.33)
(

where AO is a constant of integration.

To determine al(xl), we need to eva1uate duo/dxl and the Bgi/axl.
To accomp1ish this, we differentiate Eqs. (4.18)-(4.20) with respect to

) xl and obtain

GC- 6 GC·L .2 , ,1 @.6 -.{ ay (axl) jäi aii(öX1) + Gi dxl + Si for 1 1,2,...,6
{ (4.34)

,§,E__,2%j.,2: 2SX; SX1 SX1 O at y 0 (4.35)
ä ä ä 6,

The initia1 conditions for the computationa1 procedure are chosen to

exc1ude any mu1tip1e of the homogeneous so1ution. The Gi and Si are
known functions of Ci, do, and the mean-f1ow quantities and their deri-
vatives; they are given by

5 G6,.
: Ä ~ 2Gi jäigj SX1 for 1 1,2,...,6 (4.37)

Ba.,
S. = ä g. ——ll{ for i = 1,2,...,6 (4.38)1 ._ 3 Bxl.]*1 040

Using the so1vabi1ity condition of Eqs. (4.34)-(4.36), we find that

6S‘»1d] 6GNd
0 0



Therefore, to the first approximation

Z11=AOC1(X1•.y)€Xp):1!—(O(0 + €¤¤1)dX · lwt] + 0(€) (4-40)
where the Zli are related to the disturbance variables by Eq. (4.l7) and

the eehstant A0 is determined from the initial conditions. It is clear
from Eq. (4.40) that, in addition to the dependence of the eigensolution

on x, the eigenvalue do is modified by eat. The present solution re-
duces to those obtained by Nayfeh et al (l974) and Saric and Nayfeh

(l975) for the case of nonheat-conducting flows.

) 4.2 The Mean Flow

An accurate solution to the mean—flow equations is essential for

solving the disturbance equations. For flows whose thermodynamic and

transport properties are functions of temperature, the two-dimensional

boundary-layer equations for zero-pressure gradient are

ga (eu) + (ov) = 0 (4-4l)
Q Q = 2.. Qou ax + ov ay ay (u ay) (4-42)

BT BT _ g__ Q1ou cp ai-+ pvcp ay - ay (K ay) (4.43)

The temperature dependence of p and p couples the momentum and the

energy equations. we note that buoyancy and viscous dissipation

effects are neglected.

For the case of constant wall temperature, the velocity and the

temperature profiles are self-similar. However, for the case of a

power-law wall-temperature distribution, the flow is self—similar only
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I if the flow properties are constants. As the thermodynamic and trans-
I port properties of the flow are functions of temperature, a nonsimilar
I solution is obtained and used in this analysis. The mean-flow solution

will be applicable for power-law as well as general wall temperature
distributions. Similar and nonsimilar mean-flow solutions are intro-
duced in Chapter 7. The dependence of the thermodynamic and transport
properties of water on the temperature is given in Appendix II.

I
4.3 Analytical Results and Comparison with Experiments

I Strazisar et al (1975, 1977) and Strazisar and Reshotko (1978)

performed their experiments in a water tunnel whose test section is

l5.5" (39.37 cm) long, 9" (22.86 cm) wide, and 6" (15.24 cm) high. The

freestream turbulence was 0.1 -0.2% for Ue < ll ft/sec. (3.35 m/sec.). '

They measured the boundary-layer characteristics on a flat plate that is

l3.6" (34.54 cm) long, 9" (22.86 cm) wide, and O.625" (1.59 cm) thick.

It was suspended from a frame that fit the top of the test section. The

plate was fitted with a rounded leading edge [1/32 inch (0.079 cm)

radius] located 0.425" (1.08 cm) below the top of the test section.

Disturbances were artificially introduced in the boundary layer by

using a vibrating ribbon that was stretched across the plate surface

3.75" (9.53 cm) behind the leading edge. The amplitudes of the gen-

erated disturbances were measured at five stations spaced 0.25" (0.64

cm) apart between x ='5" (12.7 cm) and x = 6" (15.24 cm). They searched

the boundary layer in the normal direction using temperature-compensated

hot-film anenometer and recorded the peak amplitude. Then, they deter-
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mined the growth rates at x = 5.5" (l3.97 cm) by using a polynomial
curve fit of the peak-amplitude data.

The plate heating was provided by ll electric heaters distributed
along the plate. The wall temperature was monitored by using ll ther-
mistors imbedded in the surface of the plate at its centerline. How-
ever, because of the large temperature gradients involved, the ther-
mistors did not accurately yield the plate temperature. Consequently,
they had to determine the wall temperature from boundary-layer profiles
measured with a hot-film anemometer operating as a resistance thermo-
meter. Due to equipment limitations, the wall temperature could not be
monitored or maintained near the leading edge. Since the thermal bound-
ary is too thin near the leading edge, temperature profiles using the
hot film were impractical in that region and the first indication of the
wall temperature was provided by a thermistor imbedded l.2" (3.05 cm) ’

from the leading edge. Since the upstream wall-temperature distribution
is essential for calculating nonsimilar boundary layers, we are unable
to compare quantitatively our theory with the data of Strazisar and

Reshotko for the case of power-law distributions.

Care must be made when comparing the nonparallel stability theory

with the experimental data. For a parallel mean flow, ol = O, oo and

A are constants and the ;n are function of y only. _Hence, one can
(

unambiguously define the growth rate o of the disturbance as the imagi-

nary part of E5 where Eß is the complex conjugate of do; that is

o = - Im(d0) (4.44)

This definition is equivalent to
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o = Re(§;-lnu) = Re(g;-lnv) = Re(§;·lnp) = Re(§§·lnT) (4.45)

On the other hand, for a nonparallel mean flow, dl ¢ 0, A and ao are

functions of x, and the gn are functions of both x and y. Thus, if one

generalizes (4.44) to take into account eul, one obtains

o = - Im(dll + eal) (4.46)

which is not equivalent to (4.45). Moreover, the quantity dl and hence —

o depend on the normalization of the gn because part of the gn can be
, absorbed in A and ul. If one generalizes the definition (4.45) and uses

(

i
(4.40), one obtains

. ¤ = - Im(cx0 + ecxl) + eRe(—g;-I lngn) (4.47)

· Thus, the growth rate in (4.47) depends on the choice of gn because the

· axial and transverse variations of the gn are not the same. Since the

gn are functions of both y and x, one may term a stable flow unstable or

vice versa. .

Since there are many possible definitions of the growth rate in a

nonparallel flow, one must be careful in comparing analytical with ex-

perimental results. Saric and Nayfeh (l975, l977) found that the best .

correlation between the nonparallel theory and available experimental

data for the Blasius flow is obtained if one uses the definition (4.46).

In this investigation, we compare the definitions (4.46) and (4.47)

evaluated at a distance y/L from the wall where gl is a maximum.

4.3.l Uniform wall Heating

A mean—velocity profile that is fuller than the unheated one is

produced with wall heating. On this basis we may conclude that
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increasing the wall temperature above the freestream value always

stabilizes the flow. However, we must consider the changes in the

stability equations due to wall heating in addition to the changes in

the velocity profile. Since it is not known how the different terms

influence the stability calculations, it is not possible to predict the

effect of wall heating on the stability from only velocity-profile

considerations.

Since the thermal boundary layer is much thinner than the velocity

boundary layer, thermal influences are restricted to regions close to

the wall. Lowell and Reshotko (l974) found that the stability charac-

teristics are insensitive to temperature disturbances due to the limited

_ region in which such disturbances are important for fluids of large

Prandtl numbers.

In the experiments, the measured disturbance amplification rates

(growth rates) were made dimensionless with respect to the boundary-

layer displacement thickness 6*. Moreover, it is presented in the form

o*/R* (both based on 6*). we present our results of the disturbance

amplification rates in the form o/R (both based on L*), where o/R =

o*/R*. The amplification rates are given as a function of the frequency

F defined as F = w*/R* = m/R. Figure 4.l shows the variation of the

calculated disturbance growth rates with frequency for Tw-Te = 0, 3,5,

and 8°F (l.67, 2.78 and 4.44°C) [Te = 75°F (23.89°C)] and for the dis-

placement-thickness Reynolds number R* = 800. This range of TW-Te is

chosen for comparison with existing experimental results. The growth

rate is calculated by using the definition (4.46) and by normalizing gl
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so that tl + exp(-qoy) as y + w. This figure indicates that the dis-

turbance growth rate decreases with increasing Tw-TE. The maximum
growth rate is reduced by approximately 56% by increasing the wall

temperature by 5°F (2.78°C). The maximum growth rate is very small when
the wall temperature is increased by 8°F (4.44°C) at R* = 800. Figure

4.1 shows that the range of unstable frequencies decreases with increas-
ing Tw-Te. A shift of the maximum amplified frequency to a lower value

- is also observed with increasing Tw-Te.
Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the maximum growth rate with Tw-

, TE obtained from this analysis over all frequencies. It shows that the

maximum growth rate decreases with increasing wall temperature at all

Reynolds numbers. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 indicate that the neutral sta-

bility curves for this range of wall-temperature difference are nested. .

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a comparison between the growth rates
based on the parallel, Eq. (4.44), and nonparallel, Eq. (4.46), stabi-

lity theories. The nonparallel maximum growth rates are approximately

30% larger than·the parallel ones. A maximum nonparallel effect occurs

for the unheated wall, and the nonparallel effect decreases as the wall

temperature increases. Moreover, the nonparallel critical Reynolds

number is approximately 20% lower than the parallel one for all the

values of Tw-Te considered, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
These nonparallel results are compared with the experimental

results of Strazisar et al (1975, 1977) for uniformly heated boundary-

layer flows in Figs. 4.3-4.6. They show comparisons of the growth rates

defined by (4.44), (4.46), and (4.47) for different values of Tw-Te and
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different displacement thickness Reynolds numbers. These figures show

good agreement between the growth rate defined by (4.46) and the experi-

mental results, in contrast with the parallel theory which underpredicts

the experimental results by large amounts. Figures 4.3 — 4.6 show that

there is no relative shift between the calculated and measured neutral
points, in disagreement with Strazisar et al (l977). A possible ex-

planation of the observed shift by Strazisar et al (l977) is that their

calculations are based on a mean profile that is different from the

experimental mean profile used to calculate R*.

4.3.2 Nonuniform wall Heating

‘ In the case of the power-law distribution Tw — Te = Äxn, Strazisar
and Reshotko (l978) held the temperature difference fixed at xref ,
while n and x were varied as shown in Fig. 4.7. They presented growth

data at xréf_ = 5.5" (l3.97 cm) only (corresponding to Rref• = 475).
Their results show that decreasing n is stabilizing.

Using a similar mean profile for a power—law temperaturedistribu-tion,

we find that neither the parallel nor the nonparallel theories can

explain, even qualitatively, the experimental results. Thus the non-

similarity of the mean flow must be taken into account.

Fiugres 4.8-4.lO show parallel and nonparallel growth rates calcu-

lated for the power-law distributions shown in Fig. 4.l7 for Tw-Te = 3°·
(l.57), 5° (2.78), and 8°F (4.44°C) at xref_ = 5.5" (l3.97 cm). In each

figure, we show the results for n = - 0.5, 0, and l as well as the

results for the unheated case. The nonparallel growth rates do not
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include the distortion effects of the mode shapes, the last term in

(4.47). Including these distortions modifies the results quantitatively

but not qualitatively. Both parallel and nonparallel theories predict

that decreasing the exponent n results in a stabilizing effect at xref ,
in agreement with the experimental results of Strazisar and Reshotko.

This stabilizing effect can be explained as follows. As n decreases,

Fig. 4.7 shows that Tw-Te increases at all locations upstream of xref .
But increasing Tw-Te results in a fuller velocity profile and hence a

·more stable flow. Therefore, the stabilizing effect produced at xref·
is cumulative of all upstream stabilizing effects. However, downstream

of xref , as n decreases Tw-Te decreases, resulting in less full velo-
city profiles. Therefore, at some location downstream of xref , a
distribution with a larger exponent will be more stabilizing as shown in

Fig. 4.ll.

l



CHAPTER 5

SUBSONIC FLOWS

This chapter is devoted to the study of the nonparallel stability
of a two-dimensional disturbance in a two-dimensional subsonic laminar
boundary-layer mean flow. To study the effect of compressibility of the
mean flow, stability characteristics are examined for boundary—layer
flows on an adiabatic wall for the range of Mach numbers from 0.0 to

l.0. we use the linear stability theory and the eN Criterion t0 eval-

uate suction through porous strips for laminar flow control and compare
_ the results with the case of continuous suction.

5.l Problem Formulation and Method of Solution

The present study is concerned with the two-dimensional, non-
parallel stability of two—dimensional, viscous, perfect-gas boundary
layers to small-amplitude disturbances. The equation of state for a

perfect gas is

p = QÜT (5.l)
where P is the gas constant for air. The linearized dimensionless

disturbance equations are

3% 3,; <a„0 + am + 3% <a.v + am =0p°(at
+ U° ax + U ax + V° ay + V ay ) + p(U° ax + V° ay )

. - ÄE Ä. Ä. Ä! ä BU BV

a__ ag_ ay_ aU av+ 3y T¤„<3y + 3Xl + mgl + gell} <5.3>

56
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ii S.! Hd S)!. äh. SV SV
°°(3t + V° ax V V 8x + V° By + V ay V + p(V° §§£”+ V° Syl)

=-äIL ll}?. E Sl äh äa
ay + R {ax [V°(ay + ax) + V(ay + ax 11

S. SL E M. Sin.)1 (5•4)
BT BT _QT BT _QT _Ep_ 8T

I ST . - SB aaa SE ae(V ])Mä[at+Vax +V°ax+V°ay
1 1 8 _Ql BT @__ QT

I· im+ K By )] (5.5)

E. e IL. EL. 5_5Po V V
where ¢ is the perturbation dissipation function defined as

= äilaä äaä/.éäytäi(S“°{2((a>< a><+ay ay)+2S(a>< ay+ay ax)
EE!. äiääa @1l.a Aliaz ßlaaax )} 1

I +2S ax ay “’ (ay *a><’ (57)
Here, Y is the specific-heat ratio, cpo is the air specific heat at
constant pressure (it is taken constant in the stabi1ity ana1ysis),
R = peUeL/pe is the Reyno1ds number, and Pre = cpeue/ke is the free-
stream Prandt1 number. Moreover, r, s, and f are given by Eq. (2.11).
The ratio of the second to the first viscosity coefficients ß is taken

to be 0.8.
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The problem is completed by the specification of the boundary

conditions; they are

u = v = T = O at y = 0 (5.8)

u, v, T + O as y + w (5.9)

we restrict our analysis to mean flows which are slightly nonparallel;

that is, the normal velocity component is small compared with respect to

the streamwise velocity component. This condition demands all mean-flow
, variables be weak functions of the streamwise position. These assump-

tions are expressed mathematically by writing the.mean-flow variables
( in the form given by Eqs. (2.14).

To determine an approximate solution of Eqs. (5.2) — (5.9), we use

the method of multiple scales (Nayfeh, l973) and seek a first-order

expansion for the eight disturbance variables u, v, p, T, p, cp, u, and ·

K in the form of a traveling harmonic wave; that is, we expand each
I

disturbance flow quantity in the form
q(x1„y„t) = [q1(xz„y) + €qz(x1„y) + ---lexp(i@) (5-lü)

’ where
m (5.ll)

For the case of spatial stability, Go is the complex wavenumber for the

quasi-parallel flow problem and w is the disturbance circular frequency

which is taken to be real.

Substituting Eqs. (5.lO) and (5.ll) into Eqs. (5.2)-(5.9), trans-

forming the time and the spatial derivatives from t and x to G and xl,

and equating the coefficients of e° and e on both sides, we obtain

l
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problems describing the q1 and qg flow quantities. These problems are

referred to as the first- and second—order problems and they are solved

in the next two sections.

5.l.l The First-Order Problem

Substituting Eqs. (5.lO) and (5.ll) into Eqs. (5.2)-(5.9) and

equating the coefficients of e° on both sides, we obtain the following

problem:

I T (U0 T Ü0 Y
~ (6.12)

L2(U1 V1 pl T1) = ÜPoO¤o(Uo • Q") T T(Do22 2 Go R

1LL. ~ - LL LLLL - LLLRLR ay R ay (dT0 ay ) R ay ay
lf- LL-11)-TLEQRE1-l @2)* „‘ R ¤¤“¤ ay R ai., ay ay RW W5 5 (5*3)

U1

1 QL-PL - E- L1- LLLL1” R °°° dTa öy Tl R )“)°°°° By R By By

@94- - K @2"‘ = 0 6 l4+ ay R U0
d

21(y-1)M2
(oa.

_ &_ _ aT _ E SU SU‘ ‘(Y")"é¤¤(U¤ a„)P1 RPr ay 5* R ¤¤ af?
p 32T = O (5.l5)

YMÄP1 = DRT1 + 01To (5-J6)

J
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The boundary conditions are

ul = vl = Tl = 0 at y = 0 (5.17)

ul, vl, Tl + 0 _ as y + w (5.18)

Equations (5.12)-(5.18) constitute an eigenvalue problem, which is

solved numerically. It is convenient to express Eqs. (5.12)-(5.16) as a

set of six first-order equations by introducing the new variables Zln

defined by

211 = U1, 212 = gg}, 213 = V1, ( )5.19TZIM = P1, 216 = T1, 216
=Then,Eqs. (5.12)-(5.18) can be rewritten in the compact form

~
lj" ,•••, •1211 1 z 0f ‘ 12 6 (620)

1

Z11 :213 :215 :0aty:0211,

213, 216*0 ä$Y*°° (5-22)

where the aij are the elements of a 6 x 6 variable—coefficient matrix.
The twenty three nonzero elements of this matrix are

all = 1

a21 = %%ü% (U0 · gk) + dä .

: 140 GY
:....*1 29,-- LE, LE, »am T0140 GY 11110(140 GY + To GY 1

° R

=L•,ä -24.. -J..L 9,,Ei,
a25 To (UO
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- _ Läh ähazö
_

UOaa1

: ·

1¤oassTO ay

aauass-:
Läh LänGY + To GY )

auz

XE do + ¤oUoTo GY GY + ¤oTo GY ToUO (UO ¤o)]

·.-· Läh Län. -22. ä.haw 1XrYMO[<uo Oy + TO Sy ) (Un do) + By 1
.- Läh L än .L.§.LLn. - ä.TO)

UOTO
(UO ¤·O)]

.iXt _ 22..aus TG (Uo ao)

I R55 :1
{

BUGR52 : ·
2PY‘('Y

··

äh- · - 2än.

= -1G.QRPY‘ _ 2 _ Q_asu UO (Y
_ELaaaUO (ay)

, _Ä..ä1.·£o.a66 Mo GY
where

2 _äL.X-1/[Momo + 1Y“YMe(Un 0m)]
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The eigenvalue problem, Eqs. (5.20)-(5.22), is solved numerically

using the computer code SUPORT developed by Scott and watts (l977). A

detailed discussion of setting up the numerical problem is given in
Chapter 3. The numerical solution leads to a value for dg and a solu-

tion vector that can be expressed in the form
: gy) =

·I,2g•••g6Followingthe analysis given in Chapter 2, we determine the amplitude

function A(xI) by imposing the solvability condition at the next level

i
of approximation.

5.l.2 The Second-Order Problem

with the solution of the first—order problem given by Eq. (5.23),

the second-order problem becomes ‘

8221 6 dA .5;--- jl; aiiZ2i = Gi DiA for 1 — l,2,...,6 (5.24)
221 = Z23 = Z25 = 0 at Y = 0 (525)

A where the Gi and Di are known functions of the ci, oo, and the mean-flow
I

quantities. They are defined as

DI gti); + DIA = D. (6.27II)
dA . R___-

= - -
—-- •G2 dx; + DZA 1 a0T0Im UO IX, (5 27b)

dA _Gs 3;:*+ ÜaA — T0ImI (5.27c)
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(5.27d)

GS gg:-+ DSA = 0, (5.27e)

GS DSA (5.27f)

where Im, IX, Iy, and IE represent the nonparallel effects in the con-
tinuity, x-momentum, y-momentum, and energy equation, respectively.
They are defined in Appendix III.

Since the homogeneous parts of Eqs. (5.24)-(5.26) are the same as
Eqs. (5.20)—(5.22) and since the latter have a nontrivial solution, the
inhomogeneous Eqs. (6.24)-(6.26) have a solution if, and only if, a
solvability condition is satisfied. In this case the solvability con-

dition demands the inhomogeneities be orthogonal to every solution of
(

the adjoint homogeneous problem; that is,

jf
ä [G. gé-+ 0.A]w.dy = 0 (5.28)iz] 1 dx 1 1

0
where the w](x1,y) are the solutions of the adjoint homogeneous problem

corresponding to the eigenvalue aa. Thus, they are the solutions of

afl-+ ä a..w. = 0 for i = 1,2,...,6 (5.29)Sy J:] J1 J
wS=w„.=wS=0 aty=0 (5.30)
W2, WS, WS + O as y + w (5.31)

Substituting for the Gi and Di from Eq. (5.27) into Eq. (5.28), we

obtain an equation for the evolution of the amplitude A given by Eq.

(4.31) whose solution is given by Eq. (4.33).

1
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To determine d,(x1), we need to evaluate dao/dx, and the ati/ax,.

To accomplish this, wé follow the procedure described in Chapter 4 by

differentiating Eqs. (5.20)-(5.22) with respect to X1 and using the

solvability condition of the inhomogeneous set.

Therefore, to the first approximation

Zu iwt] + O(e) (5.32)

where the Zli are related to the disturbance variables by Eq. (5.19) and

the constant A0 is determined from the initial conditions. The present

solution reduces to those obtained by Nayfeh, Saric, and Mook (1974) and

Saric and Nayfeh (1975) for the case of incompressible flows (i.e.,

Me = O). n

5.2 The Mean Flow

The boundary-layer stability analysis requires an accurate solution

of the mean laminar boundary layer. It is necessary to have mean-flow

solutions available as input to the stability program. These solutions

I are provided in tabular form from a separate program that yields solu-

tions of the boundary-layer equations over an adiabatic flat plate.

For a zero pressure—gradient flow, the two-dimensional boundary-

layer equations with all thermodynamic and transport properties being

functions of temperature are
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gg (ou) + gg (pv) = 0 (.533)
pu gg-+ pv g§·= g§·(p gg) (5.34)

9.*1 EH = L MH @9. 2pu ax + pv ay ay (I< Sy) + p(8y) (5.35)

p = pRT (5.36)
U

The solution of Eqs. (5.33)-(5.36) is discussed in Chapter 7. Non-

similar mean profiles are used for the case of nonuniform suction. The .

variations of the properties of the perfect gas with temperature are
given in Appendix IV. The freestream stagnation temperature is held
constant at 311°K unless otherwise noted.

5.3 Effect of Compressibility on Growth Rates

The effect of compressibility or increasing Mach number on the
stability is better illustrated by investigating the behavior of the
growth rates of given frequencies rather than by investigating the

critical Reynolds number. Mack (1969) showed that the latter calcu-
’ lations are often misleading, while the growth rate is a good measure of

the relative instability of different boundary-layer profiles.
Figure 5.1 shows the variation of the spatial amplification rate

with the streamwise direction at a low frequency, F = 10 x 10-6. The

effect of the freestream Mach number Mé is included. Figure 5.2 shows

the variation of the same parameters at a high frequency, F = 100 x
10-6. Both figures indicate the strong effect of compressibility of the

mean flow on its stability, a result known for a long time for the case
of parallel stability (e.g. Lees 1947).
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The effect of the Reynolds number on the amplification rates for

different Mach numbers is shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. These figures
demonstrate the stabilizing effect of compressibility of the mean flow.

A 25% reduction in the disturbance maximum growth rate occurs as the
Mach number increases from 0.0 to l.0 at R = 450. The stabilizing

(

effect of compressibility increases with Reynolds number. The reduction
in the maximum growth rate reaches 43% as the Mach number increases from
0.0 to l.0 at R = l500. As the Mach number increases, the unstable
frequency band as well as_the maximum unstable frequency are shifted to
lower frequencies and the unstable frequency bandwidth slightly decreases.

5.4 Effect of Compressibility on Amplitude Ratios (Amplification

Factors)

The growth of a constant frequency disturbance measured by the
I

amplitude ratio a/ao (amplification factor) appears to be the most

available useful quantity for the correlation of transition. (The ratio

of the amplitude a at the Reynolds number R to the amplitude ao at the

l
Reynolds number Rg canRbe obtained from Eq. (4.3l). The result is

ln( a/a„ )'=
- 2/·Im(qo + eol1)dR (5.37)

where the integration is carried along the mean-flow direction for

constant dimensionless frequency F, and Ro corresponds to the first

neutral stability point.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the variation of the amplitude ratios with

the streamwise direction for the two frequencies F = lO x
l0”6

and l00

x l0”6. The maximum amplification factor reduces from about 22 to about
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10 as the Mach number increases from 0.0 to 1.0 for F = 10 x 10”6. A

simi1ar effect of compressibi1ity is shown for F = 100 x 10°6 in Fig.
5.6; the amp1ification factor reduces from about 2.0 to 1.0. we shou1d

note that the critica1 Reyno1ds number decreases with increasing Mach

number. Thus, using the critica1 Reyno1ds number as measure of degree

of stabi1ity wou1d 1ead to fa1se resu1ts in this case.

Figures 5.7 — 5.9 summarize the effects of increasing Mach number

on the stabi1ity characteristics of a compressib1e mean f1ow. The
variation of the maximum amp1ification rate with Mach number for a given

Reyno1ds number is shown in Fig. 5.7. The maximum amp1ification rate

decreases with increasing Mach number. Figure 5.8 shows how the fre-

quency of the most unstab1e disturbance (in this case the para11e1 and
‘ nonpara11e1 resu1ts coincide) at a given Reyno1ds number decreases with

increasing Mach number. The variation of the maximum amp1ification

factor with Mach number for a constant frequency disturbance is sum-

marized in Fig. 5.9. Again, the maximum amp1ification factor decreases

with increasing Mach number. The reduction is higher for the 1ower

frequency.

5.5 Nonpara11e1 Effects in Compressib1e Mean F1ows

Both resu1ts of nonpara11e1 and para11e1 stabi1ity theories based

on the definitions (4.44) and (4.46) are inc1uded in a11 figures from

5.1 to 5.9 for comparison. The nonpara11e1 effects are best i11ustrated

in Figs. 5.7 and 5.9. A s1ight nonpara11e1ism of the mean f1ow has a

destabi1izing effect in this range of Mach numbers. For R = 450, Fig.

5.7 shows an increase in the maximum growth rate by 48% at ME = 0.0 due

I
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· to nonpara11e1 effects. As the Mach number increases to Me = 1.0, the
percentage increase in the maximum growth rate reaches 60% due to non-

para11e1 effects. These effects decrease as the Reyno1ds number in-

creases. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the destabi1izing effect of nonpara11e1-

ism as indicated by the maximum amp1ification factor for a 1ow and a

high frequency. For F = 100 x 10-6, the percentage increase in the

amp1ification factor is about 50% at Me = 0.0 and it increases to about
85% at Me = 1.0. The nonpara11e1 effect decreases as the disturbance
frequency decreases.

A1though the percentage increase in the maximum growth rate and in

the amp1itude ratio due to nonpara11e1ism increases as the Mach number

increases, a near1y constant Ao is observed for the Mach number range

shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.9. This suggests that the nonpara11e1 effects.

for an incompressib1e mean f1ow can be used to modify the para11e1

stabi1ity so1ution of a compressib1e mean f1ow in this range of Mach

numbers.

1 5.6 Stabi1ity Characteristics with Suction Through Porous Strips

} The aerodynamic efficiency of aircraft and hence its fue1 con-

sumption can be improved by an increase in the 1ift and/or a decrease in

the tota1 drag. In this section, we consider the improvement of the

aerodynamic efficiency through drag reduction. The drag sources are

skin friction, drag due to 1ift, wave drag, roughness, afterbody separa-

tion, and interfaces. The re1ative magnitude of the various drag

sources depends on the aircraft configuration and speed. The main

point, however, is that skin-friction drag contributes as much as 40-50%
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of the total drag for subsonic and supersonic aircraft and hence has the

greatest potential for reduction.

Since transition Reynolds numbers are generally the order of 4-7 x 106

and the aircraft Reynolds numbers are the order of 50 - 100 x 106, the

usual state of the boundary layer is turbulent. An obvious drag reduc-

tion scheme is to reduce the turbulent shear but let the flow stay

turbulent. The possible payoff in this approach is generally low.

Another scheme, which is technically more advanced, is that of laminar

flow control (LFC), which keeps the flow laminar.

LFC can be achieved by using different approaches. These include

· suction (Gregory, 1961), favorable pressure gradient (Schlichting,

1977), wall cooling for gases (Mack, 1969), wall heating for liquids

(Linke, 1942), MHD forces (wu and Anderson, 1972), and compliant walls

(Kaplan, 1964; Babanko and Kozlov, 1973). Among all of these approaches

the most promising one is LFC by the use of suction in which substantial

reductions in local drag occur, even up to quite high Reynolds numbers.

The continuous removal of a part of the growing boundary layer by apply-
I

ing suction to the surface can produce two results. First, the thick-

ness of the boundary layer is decreased. Second, the mean profile is

improved to a more stable one. It is the combined effect of these

suction results that can lead to laminarization of the flow. Pfenninger

(1977) and Edwards (1977) gave critical reviews of the achievements and

current activities in the design of practical suction surfaces for

laminar flow as well as discussions of unsolved problems and diffi-

culties.
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I
The main elements of an LFC system are special suction surfaces,

ducting, pumping installations and discharge nozzles, and controls and

instrumentation. A surface with continuous area suction is the optimum

for LFC, where the inflow velocities required for laminarization are

very small and have no direct effect on the external pressure distri-

bution. However, for practical design aspects, suction at suitable ·

discrete intevals, which produces an approximation to continuous area

suction, has been devised. It is essential that the air be sucked

through the surface in such a way that large disturbances are not intro-
1 duced into the boundary layer. Continuous area suction is preferred in

cases where secondary flows are present, as on swept wings. By this

means, there can be no possibility of a loss in effectiveness of control

if the flow is nearly parallel to the direction of a series of suction
openings. In practice, continuous area suction is provided through a

fully porous surface that has many very small pores. In spite of the

successful results obtained by Braslow et al (1951) and Head et al
—l

(1955), they encountered difficulties due to roughness, weight, and

surface clogging in their tests.

Maintaining laminar flow by suction through slots, the order of

.005" (1.25 mm) wide, has been explored in several experiments by Burrows

and Schwartzberg (1952), Loftin and Horton (1952). The disadvantage of

slots operating at relatively high slot Reynolds numbers is that they

require extremely close manufacturing tolerances, which are difficult to

achieve on a small scale. Pfenninger and Groth (1961) used a slitted

surface (narrow slots) cut through the skin without lip shaping. This
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is easier to construct, but it imposes a 1imitation on the maximum

a11owab1e s1ot Reyno1ds number of about 100. If the s1ot Reyno1ds

number is higher than 100, suction induced disturbances may be intro-
duced within the s1ot. Thus a 1arge number of s1ots are needed to keep

the s1ot Reyno1ds number 1ow. C1ose1y spaced s1ots provide better

boundary- 1ayer contro1 because the f1ow fie1d approaches that of area
suction. However, this comp1icates the ce11u1ar and thrott1e ho1e sub-
structure needed to contro1 the inf1ow·distribution.

I
' Suction through perforated surfaces, distributed uniform1y or in

V
sing1e or mu1tip1e spanwise rows, has been tested. Information on
permissib1e patterns has been obtained by Gregory and wa1ker (1955) and

But1er (1955). A11 perforated surfaces introduce three-dimensiona1

disturbances into the boundary 1ayer. Head (1961) found that the a1ign-

ment of ho1es para11e1 to the stream direction cou1d cause transition.

This can be avoided on unswept wings by suitab1y orienting the ho1e

pattern with respect to the f1ight direction. The use of perforations

I on swept wings is not recommended because 1arge changes in f1ow direc-

tion take p1ace over the surface. Perforated surfaces have structura1
advantages over s1ots because they can be introduced more easi1y into

regions of compound curvature. The possibi1ity of using strips of

perforations was exp1ored experimenta11y by Gregory and wa1ker (1955).

Despite the fact that 1aminar f1ow was obtained over most of the chord,

their experiment showed that the surface exhibited some sensitivity to

changes in the f1ow direction simi1ar to that of uniform perforations.
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A surface with porous strips was developed by Lachmann et al (l952).
It appears to be a better load-carrying structure. The porous strips

were relatively thick and the pressure drop through them was sufficient
to achieve a good inflow distribution. The relatively concentrated

inflow through the strips produced a very stable boundary-layer profile.
Fourteen porous strips, O.75" (l.9 cm) wide, were inserted between the
l5% and 83.5% chord stations on an 8 ft. (2.44 m) chord model. Laminar
flow up to 95% chord was achieved at a chord Reynolds number of l5 x

A

) lO6. Flight tests showed difficulties in maintaining smooth joints at

the edges of the strips.

Different criteria (Gregory, l96l) were suggested to determine the

amount of suction required to keep the flow laminar. One of these
criteria demands that the surface suction maintain the boundary-layer

Reynolds number less than the critical value corresponding to the local

mean profile. With discrete suction, another criterion allows some
amplification of disturbances as the disturbed fluid is totally removed

at the subsequent suction opening. These criteria require excessive
suction power which reduces the overall efficiency of an aircraft with
LFC. Moreover, the over-thinned boundary layer is over-sensitive to

surface roughness. For smooth surfaces and relatively disturbance-free

flows (usual flight case), a considerable linear regime of instability
takes place before transition appears. The eN criterion based on linear
stability theory has been used to correlate transition location. The

amount of suction required is determined to keep N below some semi-
x

empirical value.
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In this section, we use the linear stability theory and the eN

criterion to investigate the case of suction through porous strips and
compare it with the case of continuous area suction. Present capabi-
lities do not permit comparison with the slot configuration because the
flow is not boundary-layer like, and the mean flow needs, perhaps, to be
calculated from the Navier-Stokes equations. The present calculations

_ of the mean flow are based on nonsimilar solutions of the boundary-layer

I
equations. The boundary layer under investigation is for a flow on a

I . flat plate l6.7 ft. (5 m) long representing the chord width of an un-
swept wing. The oncoming freestream has a Mach number of 0.8, a stag-
nation temperature of 4lZ °K, a stagnation pressure of 630 lb/ft2
(30l6.44 N/mz), and a unit Reynolds number of l.76 x l0§/ft (3.89 x

l06/m). For this configuration and these flow conditions, a disturbance

I
of low frequency F = 5 x lO°6 is found to be the most unstable. The

amplification factor N reaches a value of about 2l. A continuous area

I

suction is applied to the part of the plate between the streamwise
positions corresponding to the first and second neutral stability points.

with a continuous suction level of SL = 0.4 x l0-4, defined by SL =
(pV)w/(pU)E, we can reduce the amplification factor N to 9. For the

case of porous strips the total suction quantity per unit span is divided

among a number of porous strips covering the same area where the con-
tinuous suction is applied.

To investigate the feasability of controlling boundary layers by

suction through porous strips, we performed a number of calculations for

strips of various widths and spacings, subject to the constraint of
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constant total mass flow through the strips. Over a strip, the boundary
layer is thinned and the mean-flow velocity profile is changed to a more
stable form. After such a strip and over the solid regions (spacing
between two strips) the layer grows and the profile reverts toward a
less stable one. However, the effect of the suction through a strip is
not limited to the region over the strip but extends both upstream

I

(upstream influence) and downstream (downstream influence). The suction
through a strip accelerates the flow ahead of the strip, thereby creat-

I ing a favorable pressure gradient and hence a stabilizing influence.)
I

The extent of this upstream influence increases as the suction level in-
creases. After a strip, the profile changes to an unstable one over a
finite distance (relaxation distance). This relaxation distance in-
creases as the suction level and/or the strip width increases.

Figure 5-lO shows the variation of the boundary-layer displacement
thickness as well as the mean-velocity profiles with the streamwise
position in the neighborhoods of the sixth and seventh strips in one of
the configurations under investigation. The cases of no suction and
continuous area suction are included for comparison in all figures in
this section. Due to changes in the mean flow, a disturbance having the
frequency F = 5 x lO°6 is amplified or damped as it propagates down-
stream as shown in Fig. 5·ll. The growth rate of the disturbance starts
to decrease at the leading edge of a suction strip and continues to
decrease over the strip. The growth rate reaches a valley (minimum

_ value) at a point quite at bit after the end of the suction strip (down-

stream effect) before it starts a sharp increase to a peak (maximum
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value) over the solid region (relaxation effect). It is noted that, for

the last few strips, when the effect of suction ceases, the growth rate
overrelaxes and its value is higher than the local value which would
have existed in the absence of suction. The virtual origin of the
boundary layer is shifted to the left as its thickness is thinner than

T in the case of no suction. This has the effect of shifting the growth-
rate curve to the left. As a result, after the last suction strip, the
disturbance grows to a certain value before it finally decays. The same

feature is observed in the case of continuous area suction. This can be_
avoided by slightly extending the suction area or by adding more strips.

In our calcuations this growing part of the disturbance isalreadyoutside

the range of the plate chord under consideration.
\

To investigate the effect of strip width on the stability charac-

teristics, we consider suction through porous strips having the widths

a = 0.025' (0.76 cm), 0.05' (l.52 cm), and 0.07' (2.l3 cm). The dis-

tance b between the leading edges of two successive strips is constant

and equal to 0.8' (24.38 cm). The suction level for these cases, under

the constraint of constant total mass flow through the strips, are l2.8

x l0”4, 6.4 x l0”4, and 4.5 x
l0”4,

respectively. Figure 5.llb shows

the variation of the amplification rate with the streamwise position for

the second configuration. We use Eq. (5.37) to integrate the growth

rates and calculate the amplification factor. while carrying out

intergration, we encountered cases in which the amplification factor

reached zero and then negative values in regions where the attenuation

rates are high. Such a negative amplification factor indicates that the
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amplitude a of such a disturbance has been decreased below its initial
value ab. Since disturbances having the initial amplitudes ao are
present at all streamwise positions the negative values of the amplifi-
cation factor were set equal to zero. Figure 5.12 show that the ampli-

l
fication factor decreases slightly with an increase in the strip width,
reaching a value of about 10.56 for a = 0.07* (2.3 cm), which is about
17% higher than that for continuous area suction. -

Increasing the suction level by about 7% reduces the amplification
« factor by nearly the same percentage as shown in Fig. 5.13. This
Q suggests that an increase of nearly 17% in the amount of total suction

is needed if the stability characteristics of the discrete suction con-
figuration of Fig. 5.12 are to be the same as those of the continuous
area suction configuration.

For a constant ratio a/b, that is a constant suction level of 6.4
x 10-4, Fig. 5.ll compares the variations of the growth rates with
streamwise position for the two cases a = 0.05* (1.52 cm) and b = 0.8*

. (24.38 cm), and a = 0.025* (0.76 cm) and b = 0.4* (12.19 cm). The

integrated growth rates for these cases are compared in Fig. 5.14.
The reduction in the amplification factor in the second case indicates a
stabilizing effect with refining the discrete strips as expected because
it is approaching the case of continuous area suction. For these con-

figurations, Fig. 5.15 compares the variations of the displacement

thicknesses with streamwise position. The refined configuration has a
smoother·displacement thickness, and hence better mean-flow character-
istics thereby producing better stability results.
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The preceding results are conservative because they do not include
the sink effects. Since the upstream influence (sink effect) cannot
beascertainedfrom boundary-layer theory, one needs a solution of either
the Navier-Stokes equations or the interacting boundary-layer equations.
To assess the upstream influence, we present some calculations simu-
lating the sink effect of strip suction. A Gaussian distribution for _

the suction level is assumed upstream and downstream of the strips. The
suction level variation is taken in the form

SL(x) = SL(xo)exp[—m(x - x0)2] , x g_x„

where m = w represents the case of no sink effect. Figures 5.16 and
5.17 compare the configuration a = 0.05* (1.52 cm), b = 0.8* (24.38 cm),

and m = w with a configuration where Gaussian distribution for the

suction level is added, here m = 400/ftz (4305.5/mz). with the con-

straint of constant total mass flow through the strips, the suction

level reduces from 6.4 x 10-4 in the first case to 2.3 x 10-4 in the

second case, due to an increase in the effective strip width [effective

width = a + (m/w)-/2 = .139* (4.23 cm)]. The relaxed growth rates reach

_ lower broad peaks for the case of m = 400 than for the case of m = w.

These lower peaks for m = 400 seem to be more effective than the lower

valley for m = w; the amplification factor is reduced from 10.62 to

10.20.

The preceeding results are summerized in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 which

show the variation of the growth rates in the neighborhoods of the sixth

and seventh strips for the different configurations under investigation.

These figures indicate the relative locations of the valleys, the re-

I
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1axation regions, and the peaks with respect to the strips. Moreover,
Fig. 5-18 shows the downstream inf1uence and that it can be ccntro11ed
by changing the suction configuration. Figure 5.19 shows the upstream
inf1uence. Since the growth rate peaks are higher and more broader than
the va11eys, one can increase the effectiveness of the strips by ex-
tending the upstream inv1uence, thereby reducing the growth rate peaks

E and hence reducing the amp1ification factor.

I We shou1d note that the va11eys occur quite Behind the trai1ing
I edges of the strips, indicating a strong downstream effect of the strips.

I This downstream effect depends on the strip width and the suction 1eve1.
The re1axation region depends on the width of the so1id region between
the strips for the same amount of suction 1eve1.

‘ A11 the preceding resu1ts are based on the para11e1 stabi1ity
theory because the nonpara11e1 effects are sma11. The para11e1 and
nonpara11e1 growth rates of a disturbance of frequency F = 10 x 10°6

are shown in Fig. 5.20. This figure shows the resu1ts for a four-strip
configuration where a = .4' (12.9 cm), b = 1.6' (48.76 cm), and m =
100/ftz (1076.4/mz). The resu1ts for a so1id surface and a continuous
area suction are a1so inc1uded. Thus, the para11e1 theory is sufficient
for the forementioned comparisons because the nonpara11e1 effect is
sma11 and becomes even more sma11er for F = 5 x

10”6.

we shou1d note that the stabi1ity ca1cu1ations for the case of
discrete suction, even the para11e1 ones, required 1ong computer times.



CHAPTER 6

SUPERSONIC FLOWS

It is an interesting facet of supersonic two-dimensional boundary

layers that Squire's theorem (1933) no longer holds. The.most unstable

L first-mode wave need not be parallel to the freestream as the Mach
1 number approaches one. At supersonic speeds the most unstable first-

mode wave is oblique or three-dimensional.

As the Mach number increases, the dissipation terms become impor-

tant and a three-dimensional disturbance cannot be treated by an equi-

valent two-dimensional method as is usually done for the incompressible

case. Dunn and Lin (1955) and Reshotko (1962) showed that such a trans-

formation applies exactly for the contuinity and momentum equations but

it applies only for the leading terms of the energy equation. The

dissipation terms do not all transform. Mack (1969) found out that

neglecting the dissipation terms leads to at most a 10% error in the

p disturbance amplification rate. The analysis used here is for the

complete eighth-order system so that no ambiguities in the interpreta-

tion of the results will arise.

The most important feature of the stability of supersonic laminar

boundary layers is that there can be more than one mode of instability

contributing to the growth of the disturbance. The first mode is sim-

ilar to the Tollmien-Schlichting instability mode of incompressible

flows, while the second and higher unstable modes are unique to compres-

sible flows. For compressible flows, there are multiple values of

79
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wavenumbers for a single disturbance phase velocity whenever there is a

region of supersonic mean flow relative to the disturbance phase velo-
city. whereas for incompressible flows, higher modes are associated
with higher wavenumbers at different phase speeds. The conclusion of
the multiplicity of unstable modes in supersonic flows was reached by
Mack (1975) by examining the inviscid stability equation describing the
pressure fluctuations. For an adiabatic wall, the parallel results show

( that the second mode appears at frequencies higher than those at which
the first mode appears. Moreover, it is insignificantly weak until the
Mach number increases to about 3.7. with increasing Mach number, it
becomes stronger and it dominates the first mode at about Me = 4.8. In
contrast with the first mode, the most unstable second mode is two
dimensional. As the Mach number increases to the hypersonic regime, the

second mode displays growth rates that are higher than those of the
three·dimensional first mode. However, the maximum growth rate is less

than that of the first mode at Me = 0. Mack (1965) calculated these
higher modes and Lees and Gold (1966) confirmed the existance of these
additional modes.

The use of direct numerical methods to investigate the stability of

compressible boundary-layer flows was developed by Brown (l96la, 196lb,

1962) and Mack (1965). These stability theories treat the mean flows as
quasi·parallel flows. There is some disagreement between the results of
these parallel stability analyses and available experimental results.

Some incomplete attempts to account for the nonparallel flow effects by
including either the normal velocity or some of the streamwise deriva-
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tives of the mean f1ow were given by Brown (1967), Gunness (1968), and
Boehman (1971).

There have been severa1 attempts to measure the stabi1ity charac-
teristics of sma11 disturbances for zero-pressure-gradient f1ows at
supersonic speeds. Laufer and Vreba1ovich (1960) carried out measure-

· ments of the neutra1 stabi1ity curves, ampTification rates, wave Tengths,
and ampTitude distributions at the Mach numbers 1.6 and 2.2. They
performed their measurements in the JPL 20" supersonic wind tunne1 where
the freestream turbu1ence 1eve1 was reduced to about 1% by means of

I damping screens. For the measurements at Me = 1.6, a 0.5" (1.25 cm)
thick, 25" (62.5 cm) Tong f1at p1ate with a Teading-edge ang1e of 13° ·
was used. At Me = 2.2, they used a 1.0" (2.45 cm) thick, 33" (82.5 cm)

Tong f1at p1ate with a 1eading—edge ang1e of 24°. The Teading edge
radii were Tess than 0.001" (0.025 mm) for both p1ates. Laufer and

Vreba1ovich performed their measurements for natura1 as we11 as arti-
ficia1 disturbances. A high-speed va1ve was used as an artificia1
disturbance generator. This vaTve opened and c1osed a narrow s1it in
the surface of the p1ate to a11ow periodic air pu1ses of certain fre-
quency to disturbe the boundary Tayer. The stabi1ity characteristics of

natura1 disturbances in supersonic f1ows at Mach numbers between 1.6 and
8.5 were examined by Kenda11 (1975). Experiments were performed in the
JPL 20" supersonic wind tunne1. The test section was 45 cm wide, 50 cm

high, and the Tength to the throat varies from about 150 cm to 250 cm as

Me increases from 1.6 to 5.6. The f1at p1ate experiments were carried
out on a 35 cm Tong p1ate with 10° - beve1ed Teading edge, which spanned
the tunne1 width. In some of these experiments, the side wa11s of the
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tunnel were turbulent and hence radiated sound. Mack (1975) tried to
compare the free oscillations in the parallel stability theory with
Kendall's data. The comparison was not satisfactory. In an attempt to
account for the response of the boundary layer to the incomming sound

waves, Mack (1975) included a forcing term at the first neutral sta-

> bility point and found a Better agreement with Kendall's data. The same
characterestic features of the boundary-layer response to the incomming

'

sound waves were observed By Lebiga, et al (1977) in their experiments

ß
at Me = 2. Demetriades (1960, 1974) presented experimental results for

hypersonic boundary-layer flows. He studied the streamwise amplitude
variation of both natural disturbances and disturbances artificially ·

excited with a siren mechanism attached to a flat plate.
In this chapter, we analyze the linear nonparallel spatial stabi-

lity of an oblique disturbance in a two-dimensional supersonic laminar
boundary layer. Parallel and nonparallel stability characteristics are
examined for boundary-layer flows over an adiabatic wall. We validate
the transformation relating the spatial stability along any two direc-

tions introduced by Nayfeh and padhye (1978). Ne compare the nonparallel
theory results with the experimental data of Laufer and Vrebalovich
(1960) and Kendall (1975).

6.1 Problem Formulation and Method of Solution

The present investigation is concerned with the spatial three-

dimensional, nonparallel stability of compressible two-dimensional,
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viscous, perfect—gas boundary layers to small-amplitude disturbances.
The formulation of the stability theory is the same as that presented in
Chapter 2. After introducing the equation of state for a perfect gas,
Eq. (5.1), one obtains the following linearized disturbance equations: '

L gg-@+%(o¤¤ + ¤U¤) +%,—(o¤v + ¤V¤) + Oo —§‘§= 0 (6-l)

, ¤„(%+U0§§+u%+v¤§§+v%->+¤(U¤§%

+ ua äz-<§§+—§-l} (6-2)
¤0<—§+U¤%+¤—§¥+v¤ §}+v%l) +om+v„

(6-3)
¤¤<§i;+U¤ ¥+V<> gi) ‘ ‘%§+%{§;[“¤(ä‘¥‘*ä‘%)]

·§g·¤*+ S ·
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where 6, the perturbation dissipation function, is defined as
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+ 26 8x By + (By + ax ) (6°7)

Here, Y is the specific heat ratio, cpo is the air specific heat at
constant pressure (it will be taken constant in the stability analysis),

° R = p3U3L/ue is the Reynolds number, and Pre = cpeue/ke is the free-
stream Prandtl number. Moreover, r, s, and f are given by Eq. (2.ll).
The ratio 2 of the second to the first viscosity coefficients is taken

to be 0.8.
The problem is completed by the specification of the boundary

conditions; they are
u = v = w = T = 0 at y = O (6.8)
u, v, w, T + O as y + w (6.9)
we restrict our analysis to mean flows which are slightly non-

parallel; that is, the normal velocity component is small compared with
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the streamwise velocity component. This condition demands all mean-
flow variables to be weak functions of the streamwise position. These
assumptions are expressed mathematically by writing the mean-flow variables
in the form given by Eq. (2.l4).

To determine an approximate solution of Eqs. (6.l)-(6.9), we use

K the method of multiple scales (Nayfeh, l973) and seek a first-order
expansion for the eight variables u, v, p, T, p, cp, u, and K in the

>
form of a traveling harmonic wave; that is, we expand each disturbance-

( flow quantity in the form

(6.lO)
where

ä: O(·O(X1s'Zl) » ä: B0(X1•Z1)a ‘§'@f' = · w (6-]])

For the case of spatial stability, do and B0 are the streamwise’and
spanwise components of the complex quasi-parallel wavenumber vector and w
is the disturbance frequency which is a real.

Substituting Eqs. (6.lO) and (6.ll) into Eqs. (6.l) · (6.9), trans-
forming the time and spatial derivatives from t,x, and z to 9,x;, and
zl, and equating the coefficients of e° and e on both sides, we obtain
problems describing the q; and qz quantities. These problems are re-
ferred to as the first- and second—order problems, and they are solved
in the next two sections.
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6.1.1 The First-Order·Prob1em

Substituting Eqs. (6.41) and (6.11) into Eqs. (6.1)—(6.9) and

equating the coefficients of 6° on both sides, we obtain'1' BoW1) +1(¤1oU6 " (¤)O1
1

O (6-12)

I
1-2(U1•V1»W1»P1»T1) = ÜDo(¤1oUo · (-J) ‘1' 'EQ (VGL6 ‘1' 6%):1111

I ‘1‘ (Do '1' 1-1oO¢oBoW1 ‘1‘ iüüpl

R E11.Ray dT68y Rayay
1 9% . <»R dT; ay ay R 1*** W' 0 16-1*1

L6(u1„v1,w1„1¤1,T1) = [106(d¤Ua — d) (dä + 6ä>]v1

- 12 éw - ä 11*1 - 1 11.11>.ä11R 1*** ay 1** R 11** ay 11* R‘***d1„ay 1*

111 91*1.,R U°ü° By R By By R u°B° Sy
2 (6-14)

L*+(U1aV1sw1sp1sT1) = ÜD0(OLoU0 ' (H) ‘1'

Bo V1 + ißüpl

R 3y** Sy - R W4 0 (6.15)
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YMQP1 = ¤¤T1 + 01Ta (6-T7)

The boundary conditions are

ul = vl = wl = T1 = 0 at y = 0 (6.l8)
U1 , V1,'W1, T1 + 0

ÖSEquations(6.l2)-(6.l9) constitute an eigenvalue problem, which is

solved numerically. It is convenient to introduce the new variables Zln

defined by '

211 : U1, 212 = gäiä 216 : V1, ZIM = P1,
(6.20)

215 = W1, 216 : ggl, 217 = T1, 218 = gäl

Then, Eqs. (6.l2)-(6.l9) can be rewritten in the compact form

3211 6 _ 1"·I;2’•••,8211:213

:215:217:0211,

216, 215, 217 * U 65 Y *
“ (6-23)

where the aij are the elements of an 8 x 8 variable-coefficient matrix.
The thirty one nonzero elements of this matrix are
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V
The eigenvalue problem, Eqs. (6.2l) - (6.23), is solved numerically

1 using the computer code SUPORT developed by Scott and watts (1977). For

a wave whose amplification direction is the x—axis, the numerical solu-
tion leads to a value for do and a solution vector that can be expressed
in the form

Z11 = A(x1,z1):1(x1,y,z1) for i = 1,2,...,8 (6.24)
·_ The amplitude function A(x1,z1) is determined by imposing the solvabi-

V

lity condition at the next level of approximation.

V 6.1.2 The Second-Order Problem
with the solution of the first-order problem given by Eq. (6.24),

the second-order problem becomes
“

3221 2 BA BA
(6.25)

Z21 = Z23 = Z25 = Z27 = O at _y =0221,

223, 226, 227 ‘* Ü öS .Y ‘*
°° (6·22) 2

where the G1, E1, and Di are known functions of the :1, oo, 80, and the ”

mean—flow quantities. They are defined by

GI gg-; + EI DIA = D, (6.28a)

1;, 3-(L + E, @L+ 11,11 = - 116,1,1 - B-1 , (6.28b)ax, 821 m po x

2;1_ 2/L = (6.266)G3 SX1 + E, 321 + D3A Tolm,

AL AL = LLAAA Alt A. AxG, SX1 + E, ay + 2 By )Im + rXT„ ay Im + UO Iy,
(6.28d)
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E(

S SA, G5 gg?-+ E5 §E:·+ D5A = 0, (6.28e)

SA SA _ ggg
P G5 6;:-+ E5 321 + D5A — - UO IE, (6.28f)

SA SAG7 -2;*;;*+ E7 Ü7A =·' Ü (6.28Q)

l SA SA _ . R
Ä G5 E5 52:-+ D5A — · 1fß5T5Im - UO IZ (6.28h)

>

where Im, IX, Iy, IZ, and IE represent the nonparallel effects in the
continuity, x-momentum, y-momentum, z-momentum, and energy equations,

l respectively.* They are defined in Appendix V.
Since the homogeneous parts of Eqs. (6.25)-(6.27) are the same as

Eqs. (6.2l)-(6.23) and since the latter have a nontrivial solution, the _
inhomogeneous Eqs. (6.25)-(6.27) have a solution if, and only if, a
solvability condition is satisfied. In this case the solvability condi-
tion demands the inhomogenous terms be orthogonal to every solution of
the adjoint homogeneous problem; that is

° SA SA _ig [0, SY; + Ei + 0iA]widy5 - 0 (6.29)
0

where the Wi(x1,y,z;) are the solutions of the adjoint homogeneous
problem corresponding to the same eigenvalue. Thus, they are the
solutions.of

8
·5;-+ j;] ajiwj — 0 for 1 - l,2,...,8 (6.30)

W5=W5=W5=W5=0 aty=0 (6.3l)
W5, W5, W5, W5 + 0 as y + w (6.32)
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Substituting for the Gi, Ei, and Di from Eqs. (6.28) into Eq.
(6.29), we obtain Eq. (2.69) for the evolution of the amplitude A; its
solution is given by (2.70).

Since the streamwise direction is chosen to be the direction of the
wave amplification (see Chapter 2), Eqs. (2.66)-(2.68) govern the ampli-

ß tude A and the streamwise derivatives of ao and 80.

>
6.2 The Mean Flow

l Equations (5.33)—(5.36) are the two-dimensional boundary-layer

equations that govern a zero-pressure gradient flow whose thermodynamic
and transport properties are functions of temperature. The solution of
Eqs. (5.33)—(5.36) along with the equation of state for a perfect gas is

”
treated in Chapter 7. Tabulated solutions of the laminar boundary-layer
equations are used as input to the stability program. The dependence of

the perfect-gas properties on the temperature is given in Appendix IV.

6.3 Effect of Mach Number on wave Angle

The fact that a two-dimensional disturbance is the most unstable
one for incompressible and slightly subsonic flows is illustrated in

Figure 6.l. This figure shows the maximum amplification rate with

respect to frequency versus the wave angle w at R = l500 for different
subsonic Mach numbers. It is clear that, for this range of Mach num-. ·
bers, the maximum amplification rate with respect to wave angle occurs

when w = 0; that is, for a two-dimensional wave. The importance of

oblique-wave instability comes into the picture as the Mach number
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increases. A wide range of unstable wave orientations appears for Me =

0.8, and at Me = l.0 the most unstable wave is already three dimensional.
It should be noted that, although the maximum amplification rate at a

given Reynolds number with respect to both frequency and wave orienta-

tion occurs for a two—dimensional wave, Mack (l978) showed for the
incompressible case that the maximum amplification rate occurs for a

three-dimensional wave if the frequency is less than the most unstable

ä one. Figure 6.2 shows this behavior for Me = 0.8 and l.0 at R 5 l500
( where the most unstable frequencies are F = 20 x l0”6 and F = l9 x

l0”6, respectively. we note that the sharpness of the maximum decreases

with increasing Mach number.
For the supersonic regime, Fig. 6.3 shows the effect of Mach number

on the variation of the amplification rate with wave angle for the most
‘

unstable disturbance frequency with wave angle at R = l500. These curves

are calculated by using the nonparallel stability theory with o defined
by Eq. (4.46). For the range of Mach numbers, ME = l.6-4.5,_an oblique

(three-dimensional) disturbance is the most unstable according to both

parallel and nonparallel stability theories.
The second mode depends primarily on the thickness of the relative

supersonic flow region and only secondarily on the boundary-layer

profile. Since the thickness of the relative supersonic flow region
decreases with Me where ME = Me/cosw, increasing the wave angle w has a

stabilizing effect on the second and higher modes.
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N

, 6.4 Relation Between Spatial Stabilities Along Two Directions

5 In Chapter 2, we applied three solvability conditions and derived

Eqs. (2.46), (2.59), and (2.60) that govern the evolutions of the dis-
turbance amplitude A and the wavenumber vector R„= (o„,ß„). For a
parallel mean flow these equations reduce to

>
BA BA 2

‘

N

Q1ä°§+Q2§°Z'0 (6-33)
Bo Bo _

Q1 5;}-+ Q2 55l - 0 . (6.34)

N 1 BB §§L_-00 5;}- + Q0 5Z° - 0 (6-35)
where Q1 and Q2 are proportional to the components of the complex group
velocity Equations (6.33)-(6.35) can be solved along any
arbitrary direction. To the first approximation, the solution of the

eigenvalue problem (6.2l)-(6.23) can be written as

20, = a(><„2)ci(y)ex¤[i(¤¤0,x + 60,2 · <»’c)] (6-36)
_ where

a = A exp[-(ooix + BgiZ)] (6.37)
Using Eq. (6.37) to change the dependent variable from A to a in
Eq. (6.33), we obtain

^ Ba - ^ - ^ Ba _ ^coso 5;-+ (sino + iCicos¢)55-— - cos¢(o0i + CB0i)a (6.38)
where

C = Q2/Q1 = Cr + iCi - (6.39)

0- tan°‘C, (6.40)
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1 -1 To determine the growth rate of the disturbance in the w direc-
tion, we introduce the transformation

E- = x cosß + z sim} (6.41)
E. = - x sinß + z cosE” (6.42)

where E and E are the coordinates along and normal to the E direction.
’ Using Eqs. (6.41) and (6.42) we rewrite Eq. (6.38) as

[cos($ - 6) + icisinßcosäi 3ä·- [sin(E - 6) - iCicosEcos6] 3%
A Bi ön

) = - cos¢(a„i + Cß0i)a (6.43)

If we restrict a to be independent of E, then
(46- + C66-)c¤s¢9} = - [—Tl----9-;-7-] 6 (6.44)

l dg cos(w-o) + iCisin¢cos¢
4

whose solution is

a(><„z) = a6e><p[G6(€f)€l (6,45)
The real part of Eß($) gives the following growth rate Go of the dis-
turbance in the direction E:

Cäßoisinßcoszgl
G (IJ =-0„ cos2(w-¢) + Cäsinzwcoso

(6.46)

while the imaginary part of Eß($) gives the following correction to
the real wavenumber vector;

__ [(a„icos6+ß„isin6)cos$ - 6„icos($l6)]Cicos66k6(w) = ——————·———·—··jjtr··—*——***1:**1r*—*·—‘——**—*‘ (6-47)cos2(w—¢) + C§sin2wcos¢
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Nayfeh and Padhye (1978) derived Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) and va1idated

them for incompressib1e f1ows. Mack (1978) app1ied an approximation of
this transformation to incompressib1e f1ows. Here, we show, using
numerica1 resu1ts, that this transformation is va1id for compressib1e
f1ows.

l

Tab1es 6.1 — 6.6 show numerica1 resu1ts for a compressib1e two-

dimensiona1 mean f1ow for the Mach numbers Me = .0, .4, .8, 1.6, 2.2 and
V 4.5. Each tab1e is given for a specified Mach number, Reyno1ds number,

; frequency, and wave ang1e. For different growth-rate directions E- ‘

(co1umn 1), the magnitudes of the wavenumber ko and the growth rate Go

are ca1cu1ated from the eigenva1ue prob1em (co1umns 2 and 3). The
corresponding va1ues of k„, oo, and w predicted from the transformation
(6.46) and (6.47) are given in co1umns 4, 5, and 6. The 1atter va1ues
are ca1cu1ated based on ko, oo, and w at

$”=
0°. Comparison of the

growth rates and wavenumbers ca1cu1ated from the eigenva1ue prob1em and
those ca1cu1ated using the transformation shows that the transformation is
fair1y accurate for subsonic and supersonic f1ows and for 1arge inc1uded
ang1es between the origina1 and transformed directions.

6.5 Nonpara11e1 Effects on First Mode

In this section the stabi1ity characteristics of an ob1ique dis-
turbance in a two—dimensiona1 supersonic mean f1ow are ca1cu1ated using

both nonpara11e1 and para11e1 stabi1ity theories. For the Mach number
1.6, the variation of the spatia1 growth rate of an ob1ique disturbance
at w = 50° with frequency is shown in Fig. 6.4. This figure shows the
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j parallel and nonparallel growth rates, where the latter is defined by

I Eq. (4.46), for different Reynolds numbers. An oblique disturbance at w
= 50° is almost the most unstable in the specified range of Reynolds
numbers. Figure 6.5 gives the variation of the maximum spatial growth
rates with respect to frequency of an oblique disturbance at 0 = 50°

T and a two-dimensional disturbance with streamwise position. For the
i

oblique disturbance, the maximum nonparallel growth rate is approxi-
,

mately 25% larger than the parallel one, while for the two-dimensional

V
case the nonparallel growth rate is almost 50% larger than the parallel
one.

Figure 6.6 shows the variation of the parallel and nonparallel
growth rates with wave angle for a supersonic mean flow with the Mach

anumber l.6 at a Reynolds number of 400 and a frequency of l00 x l0”6
The nonparallel effects are the greatest for a two-dimensional dis-
turbance. ‘

Since the flow is two-dimensional and if the initial disturbance
is independent of the spanwise position, the dimensional spanwise com-
ponent ßä? of the wavenumber vector is constant in the streamwise

direction. Hence the wave angle of the disturbance varies downstream
because dä? decreases downstream. Then the wave angle w increases as
the disturbance moves downstream.

The effect of frequency on the spatial growth rate of an oblique
disturbance as the disturbance moves downstream is shown in Fig. 6.7.
These curves are calculated for the initial wave angle wo = 60° corres-
ponding to the first neutral—stability point. An oblique disturbance at
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w = 60° is almost the most unstable in the specified range of frequen-

cies. An increase of the wave angle between the two neutral-stability

points is about 4° for F = 120 x 10-6 and 8° for F = 10 x 10-6. This
slight change in wave orientation as the Reynolds number increases has a

considerable effect on the behavior of the amplitude-ratio curves. By
integrating Eq. (2.69) in Chapter 2, we have

R
ln(a/ao) = - ZJZ- Im(d„ + ea1)dR (6.48)

R¤ .
where (ug + col) is calculated for the actual wave angle w whose initial
value is wo and ao is the disturbance amplitude at the Reynolds number
RO, corresponding to the first neutral—stabi1ity point. The integration

is carried along the streamwise direction. Figure 6.8 shows the varia-
tion of the amplitude ratio given by Eq. (6.48) with the Reynolds number

for F = 20 x 10-6. The corresponding amp1itude·ratio curves for a wave

with the constant angle w = 60° and for a two-dimensional wave are

included for comparison. The amplitude ratio decreases from 4.18 in the
case of constant w to 8.72 when the change in w (an increase of about

5°) is taken into account. Figure 6-8 also shows that the nonparallel

amplitude ratio is about 28% higher than the parallel one.

6.6 Nonparallel Effects on Second Mode

For an adiabatic wall, the second mode appears at frequencies much

higher than those at which the first mode appears. Hence, the non-
parallelism is expected to influence the second mode more than the first

mode, especially at low Reynolds numbers. At the Mach number Me = 4.2,
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Y Fig. 6.9 shows the parallel and nonparallel spatial growth rates for a

two-dimensional second-mode at three different Reynolds numbers. In
addition to increasing the range of frequencies which receive ampli-
fication, the nonparallelism increases the growth rate to a value about
60% higher than the parallel one at R = l000. The percentage increase

_ in the growth rate increases as the Reynolds number decreases. We note
that at R = 400 the parallel theory predicts damped first—mode distur-

I bances at Me = 4.2. while the parallel stability theory predicts that

I second-mode disturbances with frequencies less than 520 x l0”6 are
always damped, the nonparallel stability theory shows that these fre-
quencies are amplified due to merging of the second- and first-mode
unstable regions. Figure 6.9 shows that the most unstable frequency
predicted by the nonparallel theory for a given Reynolds number is

·

higher than that predicted by the parallel theory, in contrast with the
first-mode results where they are equal. This shift in the most un-
stable frequency depends on the Reynolds number. The shift increases as
the Reynolds number decreases. This result is illustrated in Fig. 6.l0
for the second mode at a different Mach number. ·

For the whole range of Mach numbers under investigation, Fig. 6.ll
summerizes the nonparallel effects. The parallel and nonparallel
maximum spatial growth rates with respect to frequency and wave angle are
shown for the first and second modes at R = l500. The maximum spatial
growth rate for the first mode drops sharply as the Mach number in-
creases to Me Z 3, where it starts to increase again due to increasing
inviscid instability. For R = l500, the second mode appears for Me >
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( 3.5 and is highly Mach-number dependent. The maximum growth rate for)
the second mode increases to a maximum that is less than that at Me = 0.
The nonparallel effects have a large influence on the second mode. They

increase the maximum growth rate of the second mode by about 30%, while
they increase the maximum growth rate of the first mode by about l8% at

the same Mach number.

i

6.7 Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results

· As discussed in Section 4.5, the growth rate in a parallel flow can
i be unambiguously defined, while it cannot be unambiguously defined in a

nonparallel flow. The first term (between brackets) in Eq. (4.47) is

independent of y. The second term is the effect of mode—shape distor-

tion. The normal structure of the different mode shapes gn evolves

differently as the wave travels downstream. Hence, the streamwise
variation of each flow quantity depends on its distance from the wall.

Moreover, at each distance from the wall, the different flow quantities
vary differently in the streamwise direction. Because of this behavior,

the growth rate of a disturbance is a function of both x and y. More-

over, it is different for different flow quantities. Consequently, a

stability criterion based on definition (4.47) is not unique and does

not define a unique neutral curve. Thus, unless these factors are taken

into account in conducting the stability experiments, meaningful com-

parisons cannot be made between theoretical and experimental results.
The non-uniqueness of the disturbance growth rate defined by Eq.

(4.47) suggests the use of a quantity that is integrated across the
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boundary 1ayer, such as the tota1 energy of the disturbance, or the use
of the streamwise rate of change of this quantity as a genera1 measure
of the growth of the disturbance. Unfortunate1y, the tota1 energy of
the disturbance cannot be measured direct1y. 0ne obvious1y needs to use
the measured quantities when comparing theory with experiment. l

It is worth noting that, 1ike the theory, the experiment a1so gives
different stabi1ity conditions depending on the norma1 1ocation of the

>
measurements. The question remains how can we corre1ate existing experi-
menta1 data with our ana1ysis, regard1ess of how the stabi1ity criterionis defined. _ _

A1most a11 measurements reported on experimenta1 stabi1ity of
boundary Tayers were made by means of hot-wire anemometers fo11owing
disturbances in these boundary 1ayers. The hot-wire response is a
combination of ve1ocity, density, and temperature f1uctuations. The
hot-wire response when operated at high constant overheat is propor-
tiona1 to the mean square of the mass-f1ow f1uctuations. To describe
the disturbance fu11y, one needs measurements of a11 f1uctuation char-
acteristics such as the rms amp1itude, spectra, and propagation speed as
functions of both y and x. A1most a11 reported experiments for com-
pressib1e f1ows measured lpul at various x-stations by p1acing hot wires
at a norma1 1ocation where the mean-f1ow conditions are the same.
Laufer and Vreba1ovich (1960) reported measurements at different con-
stant y/L positions, whi1e Kenda11 (1967, 1975), Demetriades (1960,
1974), and Lebiga et a1 (1977) reported measurements at one constant y/L
1ocated in the wideband energy peak.
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It is worth noting that the experimental measurements account for
all the terms in Eq. (4.47). The measurement technique includes the
amount of streamwise distortion of the eigenfunction in the growth rate.
Since the eigenfunctions cn are not solutions of the boundary-layer1
equations, they cannot be cast in a similar form. Thus, if measurements
are carried out at various x-stations following constant y/L locations
(for similar mean flows), the mode shape is expected to distort con-

)
siderably. Saric and Nayfeh (1977) found that all the experimental data

E
(neutral curves or growth rates) for the Blasius flow (Me = 0) obtained
at the value of y/L corresponding to the maximum of [ul can be corr-
elated with the nonparallel results if the growth rate is defined as in
(4.46). For the case where neutral stability was determined at different
values of constant y/L, Saric and Nayfeh (1977) correlated the experi-
mental data of Kachanov et al (1975) using Eq. (4.47), which includes
the profile distortion. For the heated—liquid problem, treated in
Chapter 4, we arrived at the same conclusion. Including the distortion
of the eigenfunction with streamwise position calculated at y/L where
|u| is maximum, the definition (4.47), underpredicts the experimental
growth rates measured following the maximum of |u|.

It is interesting to investigate the effect of Mach number on the
structure of the mode shape across the layer. Also, by studying the
behavior of the distortion of the mode shape across the layer, we gain
some insight into how much the distortion effect contributes to the
growth rate at different y/L locations. In this study, we use the
quantity lpul which is usually measured in the experiments. Figures
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6.12-6.15 show theoretica1 resu1ts for different Mach numbers for the
distributions of |pu| across the boundary 1ayer together with the dis-
tributions of the distortion effect lpul defined by [(a|pu|/ax)/|pu|]
at typica1 streamwise Tocations, frequencies, and wave orientations.
The mode distribution indicates a remarkab1y sharp peak at a point
somewhere across the 1ayer. whereas in the incompressib1e case the
peak is a1ways 1ocated near the wa11, Figs. 6.12-6.15 show that the

, peak moves far away from the wa11 as the Mach number increases. The
, same effect occurs as the wave shifts its orientation (higher or 1ower)

from that corresponding to the most unstab1e wave orientation. This is
i11ustrated in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14.

Like the incompressib1e case, at Me = 0.8 the distribution of the
distortion of lpul across the 1ayer exhibits a singu1arity at the 1oca-
tion where |pu| = 0. As the Mach number increases, the temperature and
density f1uctuations become more important and |pu| is no 1onger a1ways
zero within the 1ayer. Consequent1y, the singu1arity diminishes or
disappears in some cases. Figures 6.12-6.15 show that for a11 cases
under investigation, the distortion effect of |pu| can have an apparent
stabi1izing or destabi1izing effect depending on the norma1 1ocation
where the growth rate is ca1cu1ated. The distortion effect is re1a-
tive1y sma11 at the norma1 1ocation where |pu| has a maximum. It is
a1most neg1igab1e at norma1 vertica1 1ocation very near to that corres-
ponding to the maximum of |pu|. «

We present theoretica1 resu1ts at Me = 0.8, 1.6, 2.2, and 4.5 for
the growth rates of disturbances with different orientations. In a11

11
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figures the profile distortion is calculated at a constant value of y/L

that is very near the position corresponding to the maximum of |pu|.

The results shown in Fig. 6.l4 for Me = 0.8 are typical of incompres—

sible (results in Chapter 4) and subsonic flows, where the profile

distortion (curve 3) produces apparent stablilizing effects. For super-

sonic flows, Figs. 6.l7 and 6.l8 show that the profile distortion pro-

duces apparent instability effects. Two-dimensional calculations are

i included in Figs. 6.l7 and 6.l8 to show that the wave orientation is not

the cause for this apparent instability for supersonic flows.

As a matter of practicality, almost all stability measurements for

supersonic flows were conducted following a contour of constant y/L in

the streamwise direction to avoid changes in the sensitivity of the hot-

wire due to changes in the mean-flow conditions. Laufer and Vrebalovich .
(l960) measured the growth rates of natural as well as artificial dis-

turbances for Me = 2.2 and different Reynolds numbers. They performed

their measurements at the normal locations y/L = 3.6, 5.6, and 6.4. At

the time of their experiments, oblique disturbances were not completely

understood. Laufer and Vrebalovich noted that their stability results

for artificial and natural disturbances are the same. Since the natural

disturbances were certainly three dimensional, and the artificial ones

were thought to be predominately two dimensional, they concluded in
agreement with Dunn and Lin (l955) that at least up to Me = 2.2 the

stability of the boundary layer with respect to two- and three-dimen-

sional disturbances does not change measurably. Mack (l968) using

parallel-stability calculations, concluded that the natural and the
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artificial disturbances in the experiments of Laufer and Vrebalovich
were three dimensional. T

The lack of information about the exact orientation of a natural
_ wave makes it difficult to interpret several of the experimental re-

sults. Figure 6.l8 compares the experimental results of Laufer and
Vrebalovich at R = 793 with the theoretical growth rates for a 60° wave,
which is the most unstable wave, and a two-dimensioanl wave. Like the
experimental measurements, the profile distortion of |ou| is calculated
at y/L = 3.60, while the location of the maximum of |ou| changes from
y/L = 4.08 to y/L = 3.84 within the unstable frequency range. First of
all, Fig. 6.l8 shows that the two-dimensional results, parallel and
nonparallel, are far from the experimental data, confirming Mack's
interpretation of the obliqueness of the artificial disturbances used.
Second, while the parallel oblique results underpredict the measured
growth rates by large amounts, the nonparallel results with or without
the distortion effect agree better with the experimental data. The same
conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 6.l9, which shows another comparison
at R = 390 with a 60° wave. The measurements and the calculated dis- ·
tortion effects are at y/L = 3.60, while the location of the maximum of
|ou| changes from y/L = 4.32 to y/L = 4.08 within the unstable frequency
range. while the nonparallel theory predicts the measured growth rates
at y/L = 3.60, the measurements of Laufer and Vrebalovich at y/L = 5.6
and 6.4 for R = 793 and R = 390 are largley scattered and cannot be
predicted by the theory. Figure 6.20 gives the comparison at R = 793 as
an example.
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The measurements of Kenda11 (1975) were carried out at a constant
va1ue of y/L near the 1ocation corresponding to the maximum of |pu|
for natura1 disturbances. Again, it is difficu1t to interpret his
resu1ts due to the 1ack of information about the exact orientation of
the natura1 disturbances and the exact y/L 1ocation where the measure-
ments were taken. Figures 6.21a and 6.21b show comparisons of the
experimenta1 growth rates of a natura1 disturbance at Me = 2.2 and R =
1000 with the theoretica1 resu1ts for a 60° wave (the most unstab1e wave
at R = 1000) and a 45° wave. For the comparison with the 60° wave, Fig.
6.21a, the profi1e distortion effects are ca1cu1ated at the constant
norma1 1ocation y/L = 3.84, whi1e the 1ocation of the maximum of |pu|
changes from y/L = 3.84 to y/L = 3.60 within the unstab1e frequency
range. whi1e the para11e1 resu1ts in Fig. 6.21a underpredict the mea-
sured growth rates, the nonpara11e1 resu1ts with or without the distor-
tion effects are in better agreement with the experimetna1 data. Both
the growth rates and the range of unstab1e frequencies are predicted,
whi1e there is a s1ight shift of the predicted most-unstab1e frequency.
In Fig. 6-21b where the comparison is made with the 45° wave, the pro-
fi1e distortion effects are ca1cu1ated at the constant norma1 1ocation
y/L = 4.08. The 1ocation of the maximum of |pu| changes from y/L = 4.08
to y/L = 3.84 within the unstab1e frequency range. It seems that a 45°
wave cannot account for neither the measured growth rates nor the most
unstab1e frequency. Figures 6-21a and 6.21b show that the frequency at
which the peak growth rate occurs is a strong function of the profi1e
distortion effects.
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Figure 6.20 shows another comparison of the experimenta1 growth
rates (Kenda11, 1975) of a natura1 disturbance at Me = 4.5 and R = 1000
with the theoretica1 resu1ts for a 45° wave. The profi1e distortion
effects are ca1cu1ated at the constant norma1 1ocation y/L = 12.60,
whi1e the 1ocation of the maximum of lpul changes from y/L = 12.60 to
y/L = 12.24 within the unstab1e frequency range. whi1e the para11e1
resu1ts underpredict the measurements, the nonpara11e1 resu1ts with the
profi1e distortion effects inc1uded overpredict the measurements by a
great amount. It is be1ieved that this is a reason of the high sound
intensity radiated from the turbu1ent boundary 1ayers on the tunne1 side
wa11s. This sound can constitute an important source of disturbance
energy to the 1aminar 1ayer. Laufer (1961, 1964), Stainback et a1 (1972),
and Dona1dson and wa11ace (1971) studied this sound fie1d and conc1uded
that it is proporti0na1 to for 1.6 g;Me g_8, where RU is the
unit Reyno1ds number. Moreover, Kenda11 (1975) by cross-corre1ating the
signa1s of the probe p1aced in the freestream and of one in the boundary
1ayer, found that for high Mach numbers disturbances are a1most cer-
tain1y caused by the freestream sound. Kenda11's corre1ation was rather
1ow at MQ = 1.6 and 2.2 indicating that the sound is 1ess effective
in disturbing the boundary Tayer at these speeds.

Because of the mode-shape distortion, neutra1·stabi1ity points are
a function of both the norma1 and streamwise 1ocation. The experiments
of Laufer and Vreba1ovich (1960) c1ear1y show that the growth of the
disturbances and the neutra1 curves obtained depend on the va1ue of y/L
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at which the observations were made. Figure 6.23 shows the measured
normal locations of the neutral stability points as a function of
streamwise position. It also shows the theoretical results generated
from calculations using the zeros of Eq. (4.47) for a 60° wave. There
is good agreement between experiment and theory at y/L = 3.6 and 4.8
for both branches. At y/L = 5.6 and 6.4, there is good agreement

1 between experiment and theory for the right branch. However, we were
unable to determine the neutral points at these locations corresponding

1 to the left branch.
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CHAPTER 7
U

THE MEAN FLOw

To study the stability of steady laminar boundary-layers one must
have an accurate solution to the mean—flow equations. While the total
flow satisfies the equation of state and the time-dependent conservation
laws of mass, momentum, and energy, the mean flow satisfies a more
restricted set of equations; namely, the steady laminar boundary-layer
equations. We consider a steady two-dimensional mean flow with a zero
freestream pressure gradient.

7.l Governing Equations U

For flows whose thermodynamic and transport properties are func-
tions of temperature, the·two-dimensional boundary-layer equations for a
zero-pressure gradient are .

6 6 =-5; (Pu) + (ov) 0 (7.1)ou·5‘;+ Pv§§=§3,-(11%) (7,2)
(7,3)

where h is the fluid enthalpy. These equations are completed with the
equation of state. Treating air as perfect gas, we take the equation of
state

P = plii (7.4)
we restrict our analysis to the range of Mach numbers in which the fluid
can still be assumed to obey this perfect-gas law; in air this corres-

109 .
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ponds to a range of Mach numbers 1ess than six. In the case of heated
1iquids, a11 f1uid properties are assumed to be known functions of the
temperature a1one. The buoyancy effect is neg1ected in Eqs. (7.1) -
(7.3), and the viscous dissipation term (1ast term in the energy equa-
tion) is neg1ected for heated—1iquid mean f1ows. _

we introduce the Levy-Lees transformation, see Hayes et a1 (1959),
U

to transform the independent variab1es from x and y to g and n. This
transformation can be written as

1
V

dg = p€Uepedx (7.5)

· v "1/2dn = ¤Ue(Z€) dy _ (7-6)

Then, the derivatives are transformed according to

Q = L LLLEx °eUeHe ag + axanL
- ·l/2 Q-.ay — 0Ua(2E) an (7-8)

Substituting Eqs. (7.5)-(7.8) into Eqs. (7.1)-(7.3) and defining

the new dependent variab1es

U = ä-, H =-E- and (
e e

ZE ön pvV=—·-———[U—·+——*r—] (7-9)OQUE1-le 8x (ZE) /2

we rewrite Eqs. (7.1)-(7.3) as

Q! Q! = 7.102.; ag + an + u 0 ( )
Q!. Q!.- Q.. Q! = 7_112gU aa + V an an (c an) OUZ ( )
QH QH L LQ! -.2 Liz „ ·zgu aa- + v aa - an (Pa an) He dan) 0 (7.12)
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where
OU SL

(ug 2= ·-—— , P = , Cl -— Z -1 Mc
Dave

r K an h (Y ) Q

Note that all fluid properties are made dimensionless by using

their freestream values. Equations (7.l0)-(7.l2) are supplemented with

the following boundary conditions:

U<&„0> = 0, V(&„0) = Vw(€.)„ and
=or an (;,0) 0 (7.l3)

¤(€„n) + l, and H(€„n)+ W as n + ne (7 l4)

There are two different cases for the thermal boundary condition at the
surface. The first one is used for the heated-liquid problem where the
distribution of the surface temperature is specified. The other is used

for the flow of compressible boundary-layers over adiabatic flat plates.

7.2 Self-Similar Mean—Flow Solution

Equations (7.l0)—(7.l4) admit self—similar solutions when the

freestream stagnation temperature is constant and the boundary conditions
do not vary with E. Then, all dependent variables are functions of n
only and Eqs. (7.lO)—(7.l4) reduce to

dV -HE-+ U — 0 (7.l5)

(7.16)
U2

dH d c dH e _QQ =v he c (an? 0 (7-l7)
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U(O) = 0, V(0) = VW, and H(O) = HW (7.18)

or gg (O) = O

U(n) —> 1, and H(n) -+1 as n + ne (7.19)

Equations (7.15)-(7.17) are written as five first·order equations and

then numerica11y integrated by using a combination of_a shooting tech-

nique and a Runge-Kutta and Adam—Mou1ten integrator. The thermodynamic

and transport properties of the f1uid are computed at each integration

step. The variation of water properties with temperature is given in

Appendix II, whi1e the variations of perfect-gas properties with temp-

erature are given in Appendix IV.

The se1f-simi1ar so1ution is used to supp1y the stabi1ity program

with mean-f1ow profi1es for compressib1e boundary-1ayer f1ows without

suction and for uniform1y heated 1iquid 1ayers.

7.3 Nonsimi1ar Mean-F1ow So1ution

Stabi1ity ca1cuations are performed for p1ates with nonuniform

suction VW = VW(€), and for p1ates that are nonuniform1y heated, HW = W
HW(;). In these cases, se1f-simi1ar so1utions do not exist, even with

power-1aw temperature distributions on the surface if the f1uid pro-

perties vary with temperature.

The system of equations (7.10)-(7.14) are numerica11y integrated

using a step-by-step procedure in the streamwise direction. A three-

point imp1icit finite-difference technique is used to reduce the trans-
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formed momentum and energy equations to finite-difference form. The

method of solution used in this analysis is closely parallel to that of

Harris (l97l), Flügge—Lotz and Blottner (l962), and Davis and Flügge—

Lotz (l963).

For a laminar boundary-layer on a flat plate, the grid-point spac-

~ ings in both the n- and §-directions are taken to be constants. The de-
‘

pendent variables U, H, and V are assumed known at all the n-grid points

l along the stations m—l and m-2 in the i-direction. The self-similar

solution given by Eqs. (7.l5)-(7.19) is used for this purpose.

For typical variables A and B, we write Taylor-series expansions

about the grid point (m,n) in the n- and ;-directions to yield the

relations
A - AgA_ = m,n+l m,n-l 2 ,

° A - 2A + A32A
= m,n+l m,n m,n-l 2 ,

- « 2 ««0(A& ) (7.zZ)
3A - 4A + A ,SA _ m,n m-l,n m-Z,n 2 ,(ääqm

n
- ——-—————1§E?————-——-—-——- + 0(A§ ) (7.Z3)

we linearize the nonlinear terms in the governing equations in order to

obtain a system of linear algebaic equations. The nonlinear products
‘

such as AB, are linearized following Flügge-Lotz and Blottner (l962);

that is,
I

(AB)m,n = Am—l,nBm,n + Bm-l,nAm,n
‘

Am-l,nBm-l,n (7°24)
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Substituting the different quotients, Eqs. (7.20)—(7.24), into Eqs.
(7.11) and (7.12), we obtain

E2Gn J1 (7.25)
AgFn+1 + B2Fn + C2Fn_] + D2Gn+] + EgGn + E2Gn_] = J2 (7.26)

— These equations are written for the grid point (m,n). The coefficients
A1, B,,...,J1 and A2, B2,..., and J2 are functions of known quantities
at stations m—1 and m—2. with four boundary conditions on U and H and
the 2(N-2) equations given by (7.25) and (7.26), we have a set of 2N
simu1taneous tridiagona1 equations. The Thomas a1gorithm is used to

·

so1ve this set of equations for the unknowns U and H at state m.
At each station m, the continuity equation (7.10) is numerica11y

integrated using the trapezoida1 ru1e and the re1ation °
nn

V · V (2 BU + U d (7 27)n — W 0 ·
0

where Vw = V(O).
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· CHAPTER 8 ·

SUMMARY AND CDNCLUSIONS

we present an analysis of the effects of heating, suction, and
compressibility on the stability characteristics of boundary-layer flows
within the framework of a complete nonparallel, linear, spatial stabi-
lity theory. Included in the theory are disturbances due to velocity,
pressure, temperature, density, and transport properties as well as
variations of the fluid properties with temperature. The method of
multiple scales is used to account for the nonparallelism of the mean
flow and equations are derived for the evolution of the disturbance
amplitude and wavenumber vector. ‘

The eigenvalue problem and its adjoint arising from the linearized
disturbance equations with the appropriate boundary conditions are
solved numerically using a combination of a Newton-Raphson iterative
scheme and a variable-step-size integrator based on the Runge-Kutta-

U

Fehlburg fifth-order formulas. The integrator is used in conjunction
with a modified Gram—Schmidt orthonormalization procedure. Self-similar
mean-flow solutions are obtained by numerically integrating the steady
laminar boundary—layer equations using a combination of a shooting
technique and a Runge-Kutta and Adam-Moulton integrator. For plates
with nonuniform suction or temperature nonsimilar mean—flow solutions
are obtained by using a three-point implicit finite-difference technique
and numerically integrating the steady laminar boundary—layer equations
using a step-by-step procedure in the streamwise direction.

ll5
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On the basis of the present investigation, the fo11owing conc1u-
sions can be made:

1. The nonpara11e1 resu1ts for the case of water f1owing past a
uniform1y heated f1at p1ate are in good agreement with the
experimen+a1 resu1ts of Strazisar et a1 (1975, 1977).

2. Both para11e1 and nonpara11e1 resu1ts are in qua1itative
agreement with the experimenta1 resu1ts of Strazisar and

· Reshotko (1978) for power—1aw temperature distributions when
the nonsimi1arity of the mean f1ow is taken into account.
Since the upstream wa11 temperature distribution is essentia1
for ca1cu1ating nonsimi1ar boundary 1ayers, the wa11 tempera-

S ture shou1d be measured at a11 upstream positions for quanti-
tative comparisons with the theory.

3. For subsonic f1ows over an adiabatic f1at p1ate, the non- ·
para11e1ism produces a near1y constant Ao. This suggests that'

· the nonpara11e1 growth rates ca1cu1ated for an incompressib1e
f1ow can be used to modify the para11e1 stabi1ity growth rates
of subsonic mean f1ows.

4. For supersonic f1ows over an adiabatic f1at p1ate, ob1ique
first—mode waves are more unstab1e than two-dimensiona1 waves
according to both para11e1 and nonpara11e1 theories.

5. The nonpara11e1 effect on the growth rate of a disturbance is
a function of the wave ang1e. Nonpara11e1 effects are the
greatest for a two-dimensiona1 disturhance.

6. The nonpara11e1ism has a 1arger inf1uence on the second
mode than on the first mode.
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7. For the second mode the most unstab1e frequency predicted by
the nonpara11e1 theory for a given Reyno1ds number is higher
than that predicted by the para11e1 theory, in contrast with
the first mode when they are the same.

8. In contrast with the para11e1 resu1ts, the nonpara11e1 resu1ts
that inc1ude the profi1e distortion are in good agreement with
the experimenta1 resu1ts of Laufer and Vreba1ovich (1960) and
Kenda11 (1974) for a11 cases where the boundary—1ayer f1uctua-
tions were not produced by sound.

' 9. The question of determining the direction of wave amp1ifica—
tion is sti11 open. The question becomes critica1 in the case
of three-dimensiona1 mean f1ows. This question may be an-
swered by experiments in which disturbances of known orienta-
tions are introduced and their amp1ification rates a1ong
different directions are measured.

10. An eva1uation is presented of suction through porous strips
for 1aminar f1ow contro1. The resu1ts show that the number of
strips and their widths and spacings can be optimized so that
the tota1 suction 1eve1s needed are about 5-10% 1arger than
those needed to achieve the same stabi1ity characteristics
using area suction.

11. It appears that the effectiveness of a strip can be increased
considerab1y by increasing the extent of the upstream inf1uence
(sink effect).· This upstream inf1uence needs to be assessed
by determining the mean f1ow from either the Navier-Stokes or
the interacting boundary—1ayer equations.
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TABLE 6.l Comparison of the growth rates and wavenumbers calculated

from the eigenvalue problem and those calculated from thetransformation Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) fora two—dimensional
mean flow, Me = 0.0, R = l600, F = 22.25 x

l0—6,
and

E = 50°.

eigenvalue problem Transformation Eb
Eb kg oo kg Go (transformation)

0. .l669 .3l74 E-2 .l669 .3l74 E-2 50.00
l0. .l669 .3l30 E-2 .l669 .3l33 E-2 50.02
20. .l670 .3l84 E-2 .l670 .3l87 E-2 50.02 ‘

30. .l670 .3343 E-2 .l670 .3346 E-2 50.02
40. .l67l .3636 E-2 .l67l .3636 E-2 50.02
50. .l672 .4l23 E-2 .l672 .4ll5 E-2 50.03
60. .l673 .4938 E-2 .l673 .4906 E-2 50.06
70. .l674 .64l5 E-2 .l677 .6293 E-2 50.l4 b

80. .l677 .9484 E-2 .l686 .908l E-2 50.37
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TABLE 6.2 Comparison of the growth rates and wavenumbers calculatedfrom the eigenvalue problem and those calculated from thetransformation Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) for a two-dimensional
mean flow, Me = 0.4, R = l500, F = 24 x

l0”6,
and

w = 50°.

eigenvalue problem Transformation w°
_ EW kg Go kg oo (transformation)

0. .l634 .2857 E-2 .l634 .2857 E·2 50.00
l0. .l634 .2824 E-2 .l634 .2825 E-2 50.0l
20. .l635 .2877 E-2 .l635 .2880 E-2 50.0l
30. .l635 .3027 E-2 .l635 .3029 E-250.0l40.

.l636 .3300 E-2 .l636 .3300 E-2 50.0l
50. .l636 .3752 E-2 .l636 .3746 E-2 50.0l
60. .l637 .4509 E-2 .l638 .4486 E-2 50.04
70. .l639 .5887 E-2 .l64l .5795 E-2 50.l2
80. .l642 .8805 E-2 .l649 .8480 E-2 50.32
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TABLE 6.3 Comparison of the growth rates and wavenumbers calculated
from the eigenvalue problem and those calculated from the
transformation Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) for·a two—dimensiona1
mean flow, Me = 0.8, R = 1500, F = 20 x 10”6, and
w = 50°.

eigenvalue problem Transformation w°
EF kg o„ kg oo (transformation)

0. .1313 .3736 E-2 .1313 .3736 E-2 50.00
10. .1314 .3711 E-2 .1314 .3712 E-2 50.01
20. .1314 .3801 E-2 .1314 .3802 E-2 50.01
30. .1314 .4021 E-2 .1314 .4022 E-2 50.01
40. .1315 .4411 E-2 .1315 .4410 E-2 50.01 (

50. .1315 .5057 E-2 .1315 .5051 E-2 50.01
60. .1316 .6144 E-2 .1317 .6126 E-2 50.03
70. .1317 .8155 E-2 .1319 .8087 E-2 50.10
80. .1320 .1267 E—1 .1327 .1241 E-1 50.34
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TABLE 6.4 Comparison of the growth rates and wavenumbers calculated
from the eigenvalue problem and those calculated from thetransformation Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) for&·twO—dim@nSi0na]
mean flow, Me = l.6, R = l500, F = l6 x

l0”6,
and

w = 55°.

eigenvalue problem Transformation w°
EF kg Go kg co (transformation)

0. .9735 E-] .257] E-2 .9735 E-] .257] E—2 55.00
]0. .9735 E-] .2584 E-2 .9735 E-] .2583 E—2 55.02
20. .9736 E-] .2679 E-2 .9735 E-] .2678 E-2 55.02
30. .9736 E-] .2872 E-2 .9736 E-] .287] E—2 55.02
40. .9737 E-] .320] E-2 .9736 E-] .3]98 E-2 55.02
50. .9738 E-l .3744 E-2 .9737 E-] .3738 E-2 55.02
60. .9740 E-] .4682 E—2 .9738 E-] .4667 E-2 55.02

' 70. .9744 E-] .65]9 E-2 .9740 E-] .6474 E-2 55.03
~

80. .9759 E—] .]]30 E-] .9750 E-] .]]]2 E-] 55.06
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TABLE 6.5 Comparison of the growth rates and wavenumbers calculatedT from the eigenvalue problem and those calculated from thetransformation Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) for a two—dimensional
mean flow, Me = 2.2, R = l500, F = l2 x

l0‘6,
and

w = 60°.

eigenvalue problem Transformation w°Eb kg oo kg oo (transformation)

0. .7364 E—l .229l E-2 .7364 E-l .229l E-2 60.00
l0. .7363 E-l .23l0 E-2 .7364 E-l .23l0 E-2 60.02
20. .7362 E-l .2404 E-2 .7363 E-l .2404 E-2 60.03
30. .736l E-l .2588 E-2 .7363 E—l .2587 E-2 60.03
40. .7360 E-l . .2899 E-2 .736l E-l .2897 E—2 60.03
50. .7359 E-l .34l4 E-2 .7359 E-l .3407 E-2 60.03
60. .7358 E—l .43l2 E-2 .7354 E-l .4294 E-2 60.02
70. .7356 E—l .6ll5 E-2 .7343 E-l .6053 E-2 59.99
80. .7363 E-l .lll0 E-l .7297 E-l .l080 E—l 59.83 ‘
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TABLE 6.6 Comparison of the growth rates and wavenumbers calculated
from the eigenvalue problem and those calculated from the
transformation Eqs. (6.46) and (6.47) fora tw0-dimensional
mean flow, Me = 4.5, R = l500, F = 27 x l0”6, and
E = 60°.

eigenvalue problem Transformation E°Eb ko Go kg oo (transformation)

0. .9917 E-1 .1846 E-2 .9917 E-2 .1846 E-2 60.00
10. .9916 E-1 .1866 E-2 .9917 E-2 .1866 E-2 60.02
20. .9916 E-1 .1946 E-2 .9917 E—1 .1945 E-2 60.02
30. .9916 E—1 .2099 E-2 .9917 E-1 .2099 E-2 60.02
40. .9916 E-1 .2357 E-2 .9916 E-1 .2356 E-2 60.02
50. .9916 E—1 .2784 E-2 .9916 E-1 .2782 E-2 60.02·
60. .9915 E-1 .3532 E-2 .9916 E-1 .3527 E-2 60.02
70. .9915 E—1 .5042 E-2 .9914 E-1 .5025 E-2 60.02
80. .9915 E—1 .9364 E-2 .9907 E—1 .9222 E-2 60.00
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Figure 4.l Variation of the spatial amplification ratewith frequency for the unheated case andvarious uniform wall overheats at R* = 800.Solid lines, nonparallel o = -Im(u0+eo,);dashed lines, parallel.
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Figure 4.8 Variation of the spatial amplification ratewith frequency at xref for the unheated case
and the power-law temperature distributionsof Fig. 4.7 for TW-Te = 3 F at xref_.Solid lines, nonparallel o =- Im(a„+eo1);dashed lines, parallel.
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Figure 5.3 Effect of Mach number on the variation of the
spatial amplification rate with frequency at R =450. Solid lines, nonparallel o = - Im(o0 + 60:);dashed lines, parallel.
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of the measured spatia1 amp1ification
rates for a natura1 disturbance (Laufer and
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APPENDIX II

The variation of the water thermodynamic and transport properties

with temperature is given by

_ T — 3.9863 2 T + 288.9414 374.3
°
‘ ‘ ‘ ”50'8929”.2 (T'+ 68.12963) + °·°“‘“‘5 ‘*·"‘p(‘ T )

p in gm/mx, T in °C.

1.002 _ 1.37023QT — 20) + 8.36 x 10"“(T - 20)F'·°g( li ) ‘ 109 + T
u in Cp, T in °C n

K = - 9.901090 + 0.1001982T - 1.873892 x10”“T2 ·

+ 1.039570 x 10°7T3
K in m watts T in °K

, cp = 2.13974 - 9.68137 x 10‘3T + 2.68536 x 10”5T2
- 2.42139 x 10”°T3

cp in ca1
9m_1K-1,

T in °K
A discussion of the sources and accuracy of these formu1as can be found
in Lowe11 and Reshotko (1974).
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APPENDIX III

To SX1 TQ SX1 öy To SX1 Tg öy L}

To öxl Tg ay TT öxl By TQSX1
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APPENDIX IV

The variations of the air properties with temperature is given by

a / -50 = rar 1 > 110.4

u = (0.693873 x l0-6)T for T g_ll0.4

u in gm/cm. sec, T in °K „

1 / -5
l + (245.4/T) x l0

K = (0.222964 x l0-6)T for T g_80

K in cal/cm. sec. °C, T in °K

For the variationserfthe enthalpy and Prandtl number with temperature, '

the NBS perfect gas tables (Hilsenrath et al, l955) are used. The

specific heat cp is computed from the definition of Prandtl number

C ll
Pp : ..L

1<

using the calculated values of u and K and the tabulated values of Pr.

The constants used in preceding relations are taken from Hilsenrath et

al (l955).
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APPENDIX V
· 2-1 Y°^e”“U211.1.211..1.111Im ‘ *111, Cl * To @111„2

2

Tg ÖX1 Tg ÖX1 To ÖX1 To To ÖX1

YM2Vo
_..-2...2£1+1 (2112+M- 211.2212- 211.2.11)

Tg Sy 1;,2- SX1 Sy Tg SX1 Tg Sy CS
e

1 ‘ U 2.;.2 V - 1.222-

2' U 1 S f C '1° dA
IX C3 + ff L10Cu2°

if dA ir S SIJOBOCI (L1001.01

22.11-1.2U 311. - U 21 22.1

1 V 2.21212.1 1 2-.. 6><1
YU; ·_ _._ M M - M- 1 im M M
To (U0 SX1 + V0 Sy )C11 SX1 +1:R Oto d-1-0 (V SX1 + S ay)

1 BU BU 1;. 221 -6

’ 6 if · 6 if 6
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EFFECT OF COMPRESSIBILITY, SUCTION, AND HEAT TRANSFER ON THE

NONPARALLEL STABILITY DF BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOWS

by

Nabil Mohamed E1-Hady

(ABSTRACT)

we investigate the effect of heating, suction, and compressibility

on the stability characteristics of boundary-layer flows within the

framework of a complete nonparallel, linear, spatial stability theory.

Included in the theory are disturbances due to velocity, pressure,

temperature, density, and transport properties as well as variations of

the fluid properties with temperature. The method of multiple scales is

used to account for the nonparallelism of the mean flow and an equation

is derived for the modulation of the wave amplitude with position. The

nonparallel results of uniform wall heating for water flows past a flat

plate are in good agreement with the experimental results of Strazisar

et al (1975, 1977). Both parallel and nonparallel results are in quali-

tative agreement with the experimental results of Strazisar and Reshotko

(1978) for power—law temperature distributions when the nonsimilarity of

the mean flow is taken into account.
Stability characteristics are examined for boundary-layer flows

over an adiabatic flat plate to study the effect of a slight compres-

sibility of the mean flow. Although the percentage increase in the maxi-

mum growth rate and in the amplitude ratio due to nonparallelism in-



l

E
creases as the Mach number increase, a nearly constant A6, where 6 is

the growth rate, is observed for the Mach number range from 0.0 to 1.0.

The feasability of controlling boundary layers by suction through

porous strips is investigated and the results are compared with the case

of continuous area suction. It appears that the effectiveness of a

strip can be increased considerably by increasing the extent of the

upstream influence (sink effect). The results show that the strip

number, widths, and spacings can be optimized so that one needs total

suction levels of about 5-10% more than those needed to achieve the same

stability characteristics using area suction.

For supersonic flows, oblique first-mode waves are more unstable

. than two-dimensional waves according to both parallel and nonparallel

theories. The effect of nonparallelism on the growth rate of a distur-

bance is a function of the wave angle. The nonparallelism has a larger

l influence on the second mode than on the first mode. For the second-
[ mode the most unstable frequency predicted by the nonparallel theory for
) a given Reynolds number is higher than that predicted by the parallel

theory, in contrast with the first mode results where they are equal.

The distortion effect of the mode shapes is relatively small at the

location normal to the plate where lpul is maximum. The nonparallel

results show good agreement with the experimental results of Laufer and

Vrebalovich (1960) and Kendall (1975), in contrast with the parallel

results which underpredict the experimental measurements.




